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Abstract

The eastern margin of North America has been shaped by a series of tectonic events including the Paleozoic Appalachian

Orogeny and the breakup of Pangea during the Mesozoic. For the past ˜200 Ma, eastern North America has been a passive

continental margin; however, there is evidence in the Central Appalachian Mountains for post-rifting modification of lithospheric

structure. This evidence includes two co-located pulses of magmatism that post-date the rifting event (at 152 Ma and 47

Ma) along with low seismic velocities, high seismic attenuation, and high electrical conductivity in the upper mantle. Here,

we synthesize and evaluate constraints on the lithospheric evolution of the Central Appalachian Mountains. These include

tomographic imaging of seismic velocities, seismic and electrical conductivity imaging along the MAGIC array, gravity and heat

flow measurements, geochemical and petrological examination of Jurassic and Eocene magmatic rocks, and estimates of erosion

rates from geomorphological data. We discuss and evaluate a set of possible mechanisms for lithospheric loss and intraplate

volcanism beneath the region. Taken together, recent observations provide compelling evidence for lithospheric loss beneath

the Central Appalachians; while they cannot uniquely identify the processes associated with this loss, they narrow the range of

plausible models, with important implications for our understanding of intraplate volcanism and the evolution of continental

lithosphere. Our preferred models invoke a combination of (perhaps episodic) lithospheric loss via Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities

and subsequent small-scale mantle flow in combination with shear-driven upwelling that maintains the region of thin lithosphere

and causes partial melting in the asthenosphere.
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Key Points 43 

• There is a present-day geophysical anomaly in the upper mantle co-located with unusually 44 

young volcanism in the Central Appalachians. 45 

• We synthesize constraints from geophysics, petrology/geochemistry, and geomorphology 46 

to constrain possible models for lithospheric loss. 47 

• We favor one or more Rayleigh-Taylor lithospheric instabilities, perhaps in combination 48 

with shear-driven upwelling. 49 

 50 

Abstract 51 

 The eastern margin of North America has been shaped by a series of tectonic events 52 

including the Paleozoic Appalachian Orogeny and the breakup of Pangea during the Mesozoic. 53 

For the past ~200 Ma, eastern North America has been a passive continental margin; however, 54 

there is evidence in the Central Appalachian Mountains for post-rifting modification of 55 

lithospheric structure. This evidence includes two co-located pulses of magmatism that post-date 56 

the rifting event (at 152 Ma and 47 Ma) along with low seismic velocities, high seismic attenuation, 57 

and high electrical conductivity in the upper mantle. Here, we synthesize and evaluate constraints 58 

on the lithospheric evolution of the Central Appalachian Mountains. These include tomographic 59 

imaging of seismic velocities, seismic and electrical conductivity imaging along the MAGIC array, 60 

gravity and heat flow measurements, geochemical and petrological examination of Jurassic and 61 

Eocene magmatic rocks, and estimates of erosion rates from geomorphological data. We discuss 62 

and evaluate a set of possible mechanisms for lithospheric loss and intraplate volcanism beneath 63 

the region. Taken together, recent observations provide compelling evidence for lithospheric loss 64 

beneath the Central Appalachians; while they cannot uniquely identify the processes associated 65 
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with this loss, they narrow the range of plausible models, with important implications for our 66 

understanding of intraplate volcanism and the evolution of continental lithosphere. Our preferred 67 

models invoke a combination of (perhaps episodic) lithospheric loss via Rayleigh-Taylor 68 

instabilities and subsequent small-scale mantle flow in combination with shear-driven upwelling 69 

that maintains the region of thin lithosphere and causes partial melting in the asthenosphere.     70 

 71 

Plain Language Summary 72 

 For the past 200 million years, the east coast of North America has been situated in the 73 

middle of a tectonic plate. Contrary to the expectations for this setting, a region of the Central 74 

Appalachian Mountains centered near the boundary between the U.S. states of Virginia and West 75 

Virginia exhibits atypical properties. The unusual observations include volcanic activity in the 76 

geologic past far away from a plate boundary, elevated rates of erosion associated with high 77 

topography in the Central Appalachians, and anomalous structure in the upper mantle that has been 78 

detected using geophysical methods. This paper describes, synthesizes, and compares a suite of 79 

observations that show that this part of the Central Appalachians is unusual compared to other so-80 

called passive continental margins. We discuss a range of different models that might describe 81 

how the lithosphere, or the rigid part of the crust and upper mantle that defines the tectonic plate, 82 

has evolved through time beneath our study region. We show that the lithosphere today is thin, 83 

and that past episodes of lithospheric loss involving a portion of dense lithosphere “dripping” into 84 

the mantle under the force of gravity may provide a good explanation for the observations.  85 

 86 

 87 

 88 
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1. Introduction 89 

 Perhaps one of the most surprising and perplexing observations made over the past fifteen 90 

years of EarthScope and related science is the presence of an apparent “hole” in the lithosphere 91 

beneath the central Appalachians in Virginia and West Virginia that correlates very closely with 92 

the presence of comparatively recent (Late Jurassic and Eocene) volcanism. While the eastern 93 

margin of North America has undergone a series of major tectonic events over the past billion 94 

years of Earth history, these events significantly pre-date the volcanic episodes. The Grenville 95 

orogeny that took place at roughly 1 Ga culminated in the formation of the supercontinent Rodinia 96 

(e.g., McLelland et al., 2010; Whitmeyer & Karlstrom, 2007); Rodinia subsequently broke up 97 

between 750 and 550 Ma (e.g., Burton & Southworth, 2010; Li et al., 2008). The subsequent 98 

Appalachian orogenic cycle encompassed a protracted series of terrane accretion and mountain 99 

building events during the Paleozoic (e.g., Hatcher, 2010; Hibbard et al., 2010). The Pangea 100 

supercontinent was formed during the last phase of the Appalachian orogeny as Laurentia was 101 

joined to Gondwana. The breakup of Pangea, the final major tectonic event to affect the central 102 

Appalachians, began at roughly 230 Ma with rifting and extension, and the rift-to-drift transition 103 

was complete by approximately 185 Ma (e.g., Withjack et al., 1998; 2012). Rifting was 104 

accompanied by the emplacement of the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP), one of the 105 

Earth’s largest igneous provinces, over a period of less than one million years at approximately 106 

200 Ma (e.g., Blackburn et al., 2013; Marzoli et al., 2018; McHone, 1996). Eastern North America 107 

thus assumed its current status as a passive continental margin by ~185 Ma, some 35 Ma before 108 

the first episode of anomalous central Appalachian volcanism.    109 

 The central Appalachians are not the only region to present evidence for passive margin 110 

lithospheric evolution. Across eastern North America, there are hints that, in some places, 111 
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modifications to lithospheric structure after the last major tectonic event (the breakup of Pangea 112 

and the opening of the Atlantic Ocean basin) may have been profound. For example, there is 113 

evidence for alkaline volcanism that post-dates CAMP in several regions along the margin (e.g., 114 

Mazza et al., 2017), including Jurassic kimberlitic magmatism in New York and Pennsylvania 115 

(e.g., Bailey & Lupulescu, 2015; Bikerman et al., 1997), the Jurassic White Mountain Magma 116 

Series and younger Cretaceous magmatism in New England (e.g., Foland et al., 1971; Kinney et 117 

al., 2019), and the Cretaceous Monteregian Hills in eastern Canada (e.g., Foland et al., 1986). 118 

Recent seismic imaging of upper mantle structure beneath eastern North America using data from 119 

the EarthScope USArray Transportable Array (TA) has revealed evidence for complex upper 120 

mantle structure (e.g., Biryol et al., 2016; Golos et al., 2018; Liu &Holt, 2015; Porter et al., 2016; 121 

Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Wagner et al., 2018), including several prominent low velocity anomalies 122 

that may hint at recent or ongoing dynamic processes. Furthermore, there is evidence from 123 

geomorphological investigations for relatively recent rejuvenation of Appalachian topography 124 

(e.g., Gallen et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2013; Pazzaglia & Brandon, 1996), perhaps reflecting 125 

changes in dynamic topography generated by deep mantle flow (e.g., Rowley et al., 2013; 126 

Spasojevic et al., 2008) and/or temporal changes in the density structure of the crust or mantle 127 

lithosphere (e.g., Fischer, 2002; Wagner et al., 2012). Finally, there is ample seismicity along the 128 

eastern North American margin (e.g., Wolin et al., 2013), much of it concentrated in zones that 129 

may represent the reactivation of ancient structures in the present-day stress field (e.g., Thomas & 130 

Powell, 2017).    131 

 Here we focus on the Central Appalachian Mountains, in a region encompassing the 132 

boundary between Virginia and West Virginia (Figure 1). This region has hosted two pulses of 133 

(spatially co-located) post-CAMP volcanism (at 152 Ma and 47 Ma; Mazza et al., 2014; 2017), 134 
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with the latter representing the youngest magmatic event in eastern North America. Taking 135 

advantage of newly available data from EarthScope and related projects, recent geophysical 136 

imaging has yielded evidence for anomalous structures in the crust and upper mantle beneath this 137 

region. This includes a prominent zone of low seismic velocities (e.g., Schmandt & Lin, 2014; 138 

Wagner et al., 2018), high seismic attenuation (Byrnes et al., 2019), and high electrical 139 

conductivity (Evans et al., 2019) in the upper mantle, with further evidence for thin mantle 140 

lithosphere from receiver function analysis (Evans et al., 2019). The seismic structure beneath the 141 

region is anomalous in several other ways, including a sharp lateral transition in crustal thickness 142 

(along a profile that is perpendicular to the strike of the Appalachian Mountains; Long et al., 2019) 143 

and an abrupt transition in SKS splitting behavior (Aragon et al., 2017).  144 

 The goal of this paper is to synthesize a suite of recent results from the Central Appalachian 145 

Mountains that have been enabled by EarthScope, GeoPRISMS, and related efforts in eastern 146 

North America. These include seismic and magnetotelluric imaging of the subsurface using data 147 

from the USArray Transportable and Flexible Arrays, geochemical and petrological investigations 148 

of post-CAMP magmatic products, geomorphological investigations of present-day erosion rates, 149 

and analysis of gravity and heat flow data. We include results from the MAGIC (Mid-Atlantic 150 

Geophysical Integrative Collaboration) experiment, which deployed a suite of densely spaced, co-151 

located broadband seismic and magnetotelluric observatories across the Central Appalachians 152 

(Long et al., 2020). We discuss possible mechanisms for lithospheric loss and intraplate volcanism 153 

beneath the Central Appalachians and for the persistence of anomalous lithospheric structure over 154 

geologic time. These possible mechanisms include catastrophic lithospheric loss via Rayleigh-155 

Taylor instability, gradual thermal erosion of the lithosphere, edge-driven convection, a deep 156 

mantle source of heat and/or hydration, shear-driven upwelling, or a combination of these. We 157 
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evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different models and discuss how well each explains the 158 

full range of observations. We present our preferred scenarios for lithospheric loss and intraplate 159 

volcanism beneath the Central Appalachians, which invoke a combination of Rayleigh-Taylor 160 

instability and shear-driven upwelling and/or small-scale mantle flow. Finally, we explore the 161 

implications for a range of important outstanding Earth science questions and suggest avenues for 162 

future progress on understanding the evolution of the Central Appalachians in particular and 163 

continental lithosphere in general.    164 

 165 

2. Geophysical constraints 166 

2.1 Seismic observations 167 

2.1.1 Tomographic imaging of the Central Appalachian Anomaly 168 

 Since the EarthScope TA traversed the eastern United States, a significant number of 169 

papers have been published that image a volume of upper mantle with low seismic velocities that 170 

has come to be known as the Central Appalachian Anomaly (CAA; e.g., Schmandt & Lin, 2014).  171 

Data for these studies include Rayleigh waves from both ambient noise cross correlations (Bensen 172 

et al., 2008; Golos et al., 2018; Pollitz & Mooney, 2016; Porter et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2017; 173 

Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2018; Xie 174 

et al., 2018) and teleseismic earthquakes (Babikoff & Dalton, 2019; Golos et al., 2018; Pollitz & 175 

Mooney, 2016; Porter et al., 2016; Schaeffer & Lebedev, 2014; Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & 176 

Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2014). Some studies have relied on teleseismic 177 

body waves (Biryol et al., 2016; Golos et al., 2018; Savage, 2021; Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Wang 178 

et al., 2019) and body waves from local seismicity (Wang et al., 2019).  179 
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The methodologies employed for determining spatial variations in velocity vary as well, 180 

particularly for those studies determining Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps that are 181 

subsequently inverted to create 3D shear wave velocity models. Several studies employed 182 

gradiometry (Lin et al., 2009) and/or Helmholtz (Lin & Ritzwoller, 2011) or Helmholtz-like 183 

(Pollitz & Snoke, 2010) wavefront modeling approaches that avoid the need for inversion and 184 

associated regularization (Babikoff & Dalton, 2019; Pollitz & Mooney, 2016; Porter et al., 2016; 185 

Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016) but that do depend on the grid spacing for the 186 

calculated derivates (Babikoff & Dalton, 2019). Of those studies that used inverse approaches, 187 

either for determining phase velocity maps or for body wave imaging, most used sensitivity kernels 188 

that incorporate finite frequency effects (Biryol et al., 2016; Golos et al., 2018; Savage et al., 2017; 189 

Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Wagner et al., 2018). Additionally, some studies used full waveform 190 

inversions of fundamental mode Rayleigh waves (Schaeffer & Lebedev, 2014; Yuan et al., 2014). 191 

Despite the diversity of imaging approaches, most of these studies presented strikingly 192 

similar results in their identification of a small region of decreased seismic velocities in the 193 

uppermost mantle near the central WV/VA border. Figure 2 shows horizontal slices through the 194 

uppermost mantle (depth = 80 – 100 km) for a selection of six models that cover the CAA region 195 

(Boyce et al., 2019; Porter et al., 2016; Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & 196 

Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2018). Three of these used a gradiometry/Helmholtz tomographic 197 

approach (Porter et al., 2016; Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016); Schmandt et al. 198 

(2015) and Shen & Ritzwoller (2016) added additional constraints from receiver functions and/or 199 

H/V ratios. Wagner et al. (2018) used a finite-frequency two-plane wave inversion for the 200 

determination of their phase velocity maps (Yang & Forsyth, 2006). Schmandt & Lin (2014) 201 

inverted teleseismic P and S-wave body waves with constraints from ambient noise phase 202 
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velocities to better define shallow structure. Boyce et al. (2019) performed an inversion of 203 

teleseismic P-wave body waves without any input from surface waves. All of these models show 204 

a very localized low-velocity region in the uppermost mantle, with lateral dimensions that are 205 

comparable to the interstation spacing of the TA and/or to the grid-node spacing employed in the 206 

inversion. This suggests that the anomaly may well be smaller than imaged, but it is unlikely to be 207 

much larger.  208 

The surface wave-based models (Porter et al., 2016; Schmandt et al., 2015; Shen & 209 

Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2018) allow us to compare the absolute shear wave velocities 210 

observed within the uppermost mantle. Figure 3 shows cross-sections through all four models 211 

along transects roughly parallel to the MAGIC deployment. All of the seismic profiles show an 212 

abrupt decrease in seismic velocities (4.4 - 4.5 km/sec) for a relatively small region (< 150 km) 213 

along strike. This contrasts with the shear wave velocities observed at the same depth to the north 214 

and west which generally exceed 4.6 km/sec, consistent with relatively cold continental mantle 215 

lithosphere. Velocities also increase somewhat to the east of the CAA (between 4.5 - 4.6 km/sec), 216 

though these velocities are notably not as fast as those observed to the north and west (Vs > 4.6). 217 

Crustal velocities within the CAA are normal-to-slightly-elevated in the region above or near the 218 

low velocities in the uppermost mantle. There is no evidence in any model of reduced crustal 219 

seismic velocities associated with the CAA, as might be expected in the presence of a high 220 

geothermal gradient. 221 

 222 

2.1.2 Seismic imaging across the dense MAGIC transect 223 

 The MAGIC seismic experiment (Long et al., 2020), part of the USArray Flexible Array, 224 

consisted of a linear deployment (roughly perpendicular to the strike of the Appalachian 225 
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Mountains) of 28 densely spaced broadband seismic stations across the CAA (Figure 1). The 226 

nominal station spacing was ~15 km in the region with anomalous post-CAMP volcanism and just 227 

under 30 km elsewhere. Estimates of depth to Moho across the MAGIC array derived from P-to-228 

S receiver functions (Long et al., 2019) reveal evidence for a sharp “step” in the Moho just to the 229 

east of the Blue Ridge mountains (Figure 3; purple diamonds/line). This step involves a change in 230 

crustal thickness from roughly 48 km to the west to ~ 35 km to the east over a distance of ~15 km 231 

(Figure 3). The Moho step is located approximately 80 km to the east of the easternmost Eocene 232 

volcanic formation (Mole Hill, outside Harrisonburg, VA; see Figure 1). The step in the Moho 233 

does not appear to be a feature that is unique to the Central Appalachians; Li et al. (2020) argued 234 

that there is a Moho step near the western edge of Laurentian terranes throughout much of the 235 

central and northern Appalachians, extending north to roughly 43 latitude.  236 

MAGIC data have also been used to document a sharp lateral transition in SKS splitting 237 

behavior across the Central Appalachian Mountains (Aragon et al., 2017). Figures 2 & 3 show 238 

SKS splitting measurements at stations of the MAGIC array; these exhibit a sharp transition from 239 

NE-SW fast directions at stations in the Appalachian Mountains to more E-W fast directions at 240 

stations located just to the east of the mountains. This transition in splitting behavior is roughly 241 

co-located with the easternmost occurrences of the post-CAMP igneous formations in the region. 242 

Aragon et al. (2017) suggested that SKS splitting reflects a combination of contributions from 243 

present-day mantle flow in the asthenosphere and lithospheric anisotropy frozen in from past 244 

tectonic processes. They further proposed that the lateral transition in splitting behavior is 245 

controlled mainly by the lithospheric component, although we explore an alternative explanation 246 

(one that invokes small-scale mantle flow) for this observation in this paper.      247 
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Constraints on present-day lithospheric thickness across the MAGIC array were obtained 248 

by Evans et al. (2019) through Sp receiver function imaging of the lithosphere-asthenosphere 249 

boundary (LAB). Their interpretations of the images suggest a lithospheric thickness of roughly 250 

100-120 km beneath the eastern part of the MAGIC array. Directly beneath the Appalachian 251 

Mountains, Evans et al. (2019) identified a converter at ~80-90 km depth that dips gently to the 252 

west, likely corresponding to the LAB. Beneath the western half of the MAGIC array, a flat-lying 253 

converter at a depth of ~90 km likely corresponds to a mid-lithospheric discontinuity (MLD), while 254 

far to the west a prominent converter at a depth of ~140 km likely corresponds to the base of the 255 

lithosphere. Importantly, the Sp receiver function analysis of Evans et al. (2019) suggested thin 256 

(~80-90 km) lithosphere co-located with the tomographically imaged CAA. 257 

Another result from the MAGIC experiment, based on seismic attenuation measurements, 258 

also suggests thin lithosphere beneath the Appalachian Mountains. Byrnes et al. (2019) modeled 259 

variations in the waveforms of first-arriving P phases from deep earthquakes recorded at MAGIC 260 

seismic stations using the approach of Bezada (2017) and Bezada et al. (2019). The result is a map 261 

of Δt* values (Figure 2, grayscale; Figure 3, red line), a metric that is more positive when 262 

attenuation is stronger. Byrnes et al. (2019) observed low Δt* values at the eastern and western 263 

ends of the MAGIC array, with much higher values (0.26 s) directly above the tomographically 264 

imaged CAA (Figures 2 & 3). For context, a 50 to 150 km change in lithospheric thickness, with 265 

Vp and Qp values taken from the lithosphere and asthenosphere in PREM (Dziewonski and 266 

Anderson, 1981), leads to Δt* of only 0.03 to 0.09 s. Extrinsic attenuation due to either short- or 267 

long-wavelength variations in seismic velocity cannot explain the maximum in Δt* at the CAA 268 

(Byrnes et al., 2019); rather, a thin lithosphere and particularly high attenuation in the 269 

asthenospheric upper mantle are required by the observations. Byrnes et al. (2019) suggested that 270 
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the values of Qp for the asthenospheric upper mantle beneath the CAA are low enough to require 271 

either partial melt (e.g., Abers et al., 2014) or a premelting effect that involves the disordering of 272 

grain boundaries as the solidus is approached (Yamauchi and Takei, 2016). More broadly, the 273 

attenuation results exclude the presence of either thick lithosphere or the replacement of 274 

lithosphere with “normal” sub-solidus asthenosphere in the CAA region.  275 

 MAGIC data were also used to investigate the detailed structure of the mantle transition 276 

zone beneath the Central Appalachians (Liu et al., 2018). Because the phase transformations 277 

associated with the 410 and 660 km mantle discontinuities are sensitive to temperature and water 278 

content, a detailed characterization of the transition zone can shed light on the thermal and 279 

hydration state of the mid-mantle and can reflect possible contributions from vertical mantle flow 280 

or from the presence of lithospheric fragments sinking through the mid-mantle (e.g., Benoit et al., 281 

2013; Bina & Helffrich, 1994; Schmandt et al., 2012; Smyth & Frost, 2006). Images of the 282 

transition zone beneath the MAGIC array derived from single-station stacking of P wave receiver 283 

functions, migrated to depth using the iasp91 velocity model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991), are 284 

shown in Figure 4. These images reveal that both the 410 and the 660 km discontinuities seem to 285 

deepen smoothly from west to east across the array, though the estimated thickness of the transition 286 

zone (which should be relatively insensitive to 3D velocity variations, which are not accounted for 287 

in our analysis) remains relatively constant. Previous work on transition zone structure beneath the 288 

southeastern U.S. using permanent seismic stations (Long et al., 2010) similarly suggested that 289 

transition zone thickness was generally uniform across the region and did not deviate significantly 290 

from standard mantle models. Keifer and Dueker (2019) applied Ps receiver function analysis to 291 

data throughout the central and eastern U.S. and found evidence for a region of anomalously thin 292 

(~230 km, as opposed to a nominal thickness of 250 km) transition zone beneath our study region. 293 
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However, they also found evidence for transition zone thinning beneath much of the eastern U.S., 294 

so this feature was not specific to the Central Appalachians. Work by Gao and Liu (2014) found 295 

little evidence for transition zone thinning beneath the eastern U.S. based on receiver functions; 296 

Wang and Pavlis (2016), who applied a 3-D wavefield imaging method, similarly found evidence 297 

for a generally standard transition zone thickness beneath our study region. The absence of 298 

significant variability in transition zone thickness across the MAGIC array suggests that there is 299 

likely little variation in the temperature or hydration state of the transition zone associated with 300 

the CAA anomaly. An alternative possibility is that any effects of lateral variations in temperature 301 

and hydration effectively balance each other out. 302 

   303 

2.2 Electrical conductivity observations 304 

 Magnetotelluric data, collected as part of the MAGIC experiment (Long et al., 2020) and 305 

augmented by EarthScope TA coverage, highlight significant variations in lithospheric thickness 306 

across this portion of the central Appalachians (Evans et al., 2019). The electrical conductivity 307 

model of Evans et al. (2019), shown in Figure 3 (panel E), yields evidence for a variety of features, 308 

including thick lithosphere (>150 km) beneath the western part of the MAGIC profile and thin 309 

lithosphere (<75 km) directly along the CAA. In between the thick lithosphere to the NW and the 310 

thin lithosphere of the CAA lies a region of more conductive mantle at depths between ~100km-311 

180km (100 – 400 km distance along the profile). Evans et al. (2019) interpreted this area as 312 

comprising lithospheric mantle affected by a combination of hydration and/or deformation 313 

(Pommier et al., 2018) that occurred during Grenville orogenic suturing. The conductivities of the 314 

CAA at depths greater than 80km are sufficiently high (> 0.1 S/m, corresponding to < 10 ohm-m) 315 

to require the presence of a small volume of partial melt (Evans et al., 2019). The inferences on 316 
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lithospheric thickness beneath the Appalachians gleaned from the electrical conductivity model 317 

are consistent with constraints from Sp receiver function analysis, and Evans et al. (2019) 318 

interpreted these datasets jointly. 319 

 320 

2.3 Gravity and heat flow observations 321 

 In Figure 5A we show a map of Bouguer gravity anomaly from PACES (e.g., Stein et al., 322 

2014) in a region surrounding the CAA. The well-known gravity low over the Appalachian 323 

topographic high and gravity high over the Piedmont are apparent in the Bouguer gravity plot 324 

(Pratt et al., 1988). The transition between the two is the Appalachian gravity gradient. Crustal 325 

thickening beneath the Appalachian Mountains has been proposed to explain the gravity low 326 

(Cook, 1984), while several explanations have been proposed for the gravity high. Interpretations 327 

have noted the correlations between the gravity high and the Carolina Slate (Long, 1979) or 328 

Mesozoic rift basins (Griscom, 1963), or attributed the gravity high to dipping structures imaged 329 

in seismic reflection data (Hutchinson et al., 1986) or subsurface loading (Karner & Watts, 1983). 330 

Following Stein et al. (2014), we upward continued the Bouguer anomaly data to 40 km and 331 

subtracted the result from the original Bouguer anomaly data, creating a “reduced” or upward 332 

continued Bouguer gravity map (Figure 5B). This procedure enhances anomalies from sources at 333 

greater depth and suppresses those from near surface sources (Jacobsen, 1987). We observed no 334 

striking correlation between the reduced Bouguer gravity map and the slow wavespeed anomaly 335 

documented in tomographic models (Figures 2 and 3) associated with the CAA, suggesting that 336 

there is no strong gravity anomaly associated with the other geophysical anomalies. The reduced 337 

Bouguer gravity map (Figure 5B) does show some hint of a gravity low in the CAA region, with 338 

a maximum amplitude of perhaps 35 mgal; however, there are similar gravity lows elsewhere along 339 
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strike in the central Appalachians, and there is no localized anomaly that matches the dimensions 340 

of the tomographically imaged CAA. 341 

It is reasonable to question whether we would in fact expect to see a gravity anomaly due 342 

to a thermal anomaly in the uppermost mantle that has the dimensions of the tomographically 343 

imaged CAA. To illustrate the expected impact of a slow seismic anomaly on gravity, we assume 344 

that the anomaly is purely thermal. The temperature and density anomaly due to a thermal anomaly 345 

will be related by the coefficient of thermal expansion,  346 

𝛿𝜌 = −𝜌𝛼𝛿𝑇                                                               (1) 347 

where 𝜌 is the density, 𝛼 is the coefficient of thermal expansion and T is the temperature, the minus 348 

sign indicates that a higher temperature results in a decrease in density.  Using the solution for the 349 

gravity anomaly due to a buried sphere (Turcotte & Schubert, 2002) with a sphere of radius 50 km 350 

centered at 100 km depth, matching the peak 35 mgal gravity anomaly associated with the CAA 351 

requires a density contrast of -100 kg m-3. This requires an unrealistically large temperature 352 

contrast of 1000oC from Equation 1, with 𝜌 = 3300 kg/m3 and 𝛼 = 3.0 × 10−5 oC-1. A more 353 

realistic temperature contrast of 100-200oC produces a Bouguer gravity anomaly of 3.5-7 mgals, 354 

which is small enough that it is unlikely to be observed. Using Birch’s law (Birch, 1961), 355 

𝑣𝑝 = −1.87 + 0.00305𝜌,                                                (2) 356 

where 𝑣𝑝 is p wave velocity in km s-1 and 𝜌 is density in kg m-3, a 3% anomaly in 𝑣𝑝 produces a 357 

3% change in 𝜌.  Hence, a 3% change in 𝜌 is equivalent to -100 kg m-3, assuming an upper mantle 358 

density of 3300 kg m-3. While a direct comparison between a reasonable absolute 𝑣𝑝 anomaly, as 359 

constrained by gravity data, and tomographic models (which constrain either absolute 𝑣𝑠  or 360 

relative 𝑣𝑝  values) is not straightforward, a 3% 𝑣𝑝  anomaly is generally consistent with 361 

tomographic constraints. 362 
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This simple calculation, and the fact that we image a slow velocity anomaly of several 363 

percent beneath the CAA, but no large or prominent gravity anomaly that matches its dimensions, 364 

suggests that the anomaly is unlikely to be purely thermal; much of the velocity reduction may be 365 

due instead to the presence of partial melt and/or water. However, this inference would be 366 

complicated if there is also material with excess (positive) density in the crust or mantle 367 

lithosphere; in this case, the gravity signature from the less dense material (in the asthenospheric 368 

upper mantle) would destructively interfere with that from the more-dense material.  369 

Inferences on the thermal state of the crust and lithosphere can in principle be gleaned from 370 

heat flow measurements and from the distribution of thermal springs in and around our study area; 371 

however, these indicators are difficult to interpret. The Virginia-West Virginia Hot Springs region 372 

(Bath and Highland Counties, Virginia and Pocahontas county, West Virginia, just to the south 373 

and west of the central part of the CAA) has the largest concentration of thermal springs in the 374 

eastern US, with more than 50 springs (Waring, 1965). Three prominent hot springs are shown in 375 

Figure 5. With the exception of one anomalously high heat flow value that is thought to be 376 

contaminated by groundwater circulation, heat flow in the Virginia-West Virginia Hot Springs 377 

region is consistent with the regional trend (Perry et al., 1979; Frone et al., 2015). As discussed by 378 

Evans et al. (2019), slightly elevated heat flow is observed across the Appalachians, with values 379 

between 70-80 mW/m2 across the mountains (Frone et al., 2015). Overall, then, the evidence for 380 

locally high heat flow in the CAA region is mixed; while thermal springs are present, heat flow 381 

data do not show a pronounced anomaly in the vicinity of the CAA.  382 

 383 

 384 

 385 
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3. Petrological and geochemical constraints 386 

The Central Appalachians have experienced two pulses of magmatism following the rifting 387 

of Pangea at 152 Ma and 47 Ma, co-located in a roughly 80 km by 50 km region that straddles the 388 

Virginia-West Virginia border (Johnson et al., 1971; Southworth et al., 1993; Mazza et al., 2014; 389 

2017; Figure 1). The Late Jurassic magmatic event is characterized by a bimodal population of 390 

highly alkaline rocks, comprised of low silica basanites and high silica phonolites (Figure 6A). 391 

Mazza et al. (2017) explained the bimodal population as a result of fractional crystallization of the 392 

basanites at 10 kbar/35 km depth, near the base of an assumed 40 km thick crust.  Calculated mafic 393 

melt equilibration temperatures from the Late Jurassic volcanics are consistent with normal 394 

asthenospheric mantle (~1350 °C, 2 GPa) and are too cold to invoke melting from a mantle plume 395 

(Mazza et al., 2017), but these calculations are limited to only one sample containing olivine. 396 

Radiogenic isotopes have been used as indicators for both assessing crustal interaction and 397 

differentiating mantle reservoirs. While Mazza et al. (2017) showed that the Late Jurassic event 398 

likely was unaffected by crustal assimilation, the geochemical and isotopic datasets for Central 399 

Appalachian crustal basement rocks are limited and do not include any of the mid-upper crustal 400 

carbonates that are abundant in the region. The Late Jurassic volcanics have a range of Pb 401 

radiogenic isotopes similar to volatile-rich lithologies such as carbonatites and kimberlites, with 402 

enrichment of radiogenic Pb coupled to magma evolution. Sr-Nd radiogenic isotopes are nearly 403 

identical to values reported from Late Jurassic kimberlites in New York (Figure 6C; Bailey & 404 

Lupulescu, 2015), which trend towards an enriched mantle component. The radiogenic isotope 405 

signatures from the Late Jurassic magmatic event in the Central Appalachians have been 406 

interpreted as melting of an enriched mantle source, mixing with an unsampled highly radiogenic 407 

Pb source that is potentially associated with metasomatism that is typical of kimberlite/carbonatite 408 
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magmas.  Trace element signatures (Figure 6B) also imply the Late Jurassic basanites were 409 

produced from low degree melting of an enriched asthenospheric source (~70 km depth). 410 

The Eocene magmatic event is also characterized by bimodal, alkaline rocks, but these are 411 

silica-saturated and are also characterized by lower abundance of alkaline elements than the Late 412 

Jurassic event. The mafic population is comprised of picrobasalt to basalt magma containing Al-413 

augite and olivine phenocrysts, while the felsic population has an average trachydacite 414 

composition (Figure 6A). Similar to the Late Jurassic event, the bimodal nature of the Eocene 415 

event can be explained by fractional crystallization, with the felsic magmas forming at shallow 416 

crustal depths of 2 kbar/7 km (Mazza et al., 2017).  The Eocene mafic magmas are characterized 417 

by typical ocean island basalt trace element signatures, suggesting they are the product of melting 418 

an asthenospheric source (Figure 6B), in agreement with calculated mafic melt equilibration 419 

temperatures and pressures consistent with normal asthenospheric mantle (~1400 °C and 2.3 GPa; 420 

Mazza et al., 2014). The Eocene magmatic event was not affected by crustal contamination. 421 

Instead, radiogenic isotopes from the Eocene volcanics suggest mixing between HIMU (high 422 

238U/204Pb) and DMM (depleted mid-ocean ridge basalt mantle) mantle reservoirs, similar to many 423 

of the Atlantic Ocean intraplate volcanoes (Mazza et al., 2014).  The Eocene diatremes and some 424 

of the dikes exhibit brecciated textures, carbonate inclusions within phenocrysts, and irregular 425 

carbonate and zeolite amygdules within the volcanic groundmass (Haynes et al., 2014; Tso & 426 

Surber, 2006), indicating the importance of volatiles in driving the Eocene eruptions.  This is 427 

consistent with high (>500 ppm) structural OH measured in clinopyroxene phenocrysts from 428 

Highland County (Soles et al., 2014).  429 

The structural features and petrography of the Eocene and Late Jurassic igneous bodies and 430 

their xenoliths add to the regional context of the magmatism.  Both pulses of magmatism were low 431 
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volume and exposed intrusive bodies vary from dikes ~10 cm in width to diatreme conduits ~200 432 

m across. The Late Jurassic igneous rocks manifest as dikes that are preferentially oriented NW-433 

SE, approximately perpendicular to the strike of regional folding (Southworth et al., 1993). The 434 

Eocene magmas produced dikes and diatreme structures (Haynes et al., 2014; Tso & Surber, 2006) 435 

that align with jointing and faulting within the host sedimentary units, predominantly trending to 436 

the NE-SW. The Eocene magmas are preferentially intruded into shale and carbonate units, though 437 

sandstone xenoliths within the basalts at Trimble Knob and Mole Hill indicate that some eruptions 438 

were able to punch through subsurface sandstone layers within duplex thrust splays or fold hinges 439 

(Johnson et al., 2013; Tso & Surber, 2006). Phenocrysts, xenocrysts, and xenoliths reveal 440 

information about the composition and temperature of the crust and lithospheric mantle.  441 

Clinopyroxene phenocrysts and xenocryst rims from the Eocene event record pressures 442 

corresponding to ~40 km depth, with temperatures ranging from 1230-1370C (Johnson et al., 443 

2013), which agrees with other calculations that indicate the Eocene event sampled the 444 

asthenospheric mantle. Paragneiss and syenite xenoliths are only confirmed to be found in Late 445 

Jurassic dikes.  Paragneissic xenoliths experienced temperatures as high as 984C from Zr-in-rutile 446 

thermometry and are of Grenville age, based upon detrital U-Pb zircon geochronology (Johnson 447 

et al., 2013). 448 

The two post-rifting magmatic events that affected the Central Appalachians thus likely 449 

derived from the asthenospheric mantle at similar depths, but sampled geochemically distinct 450 

sources. The Late Jurassic event sampled a highly-enriched mantle domain that is similar to other 451 

magmatic events that effected the eastern margin of North America during the Late Jurassic (e.g. 452 

New York kimberlites), suggesting that this event might be associated with widespread 453 

magmatism. In addition, fractional crystallization of the more silica rich magmas occurred at the 454 
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base of the crust. On the other hand, the Eocene event shares geochemical and radiogenic isotopic 455 

signatures of typical Atlantic intraplate volcanism with limited to no crustal interaction. The silica 456 

rich magmas from the Eocene event evolved via fractional crystallization in the shallow crust.       457 

 458 

4. Geomorphological constraints 459 

 Whether the present-day elevation and topographic relief along the Appalachian Mountains 460 

represent continual, slow decay of remnant orogenic topography (e.g., Hack, 1960; Matmon et al., 461 

2003; Spotila et al., 2004) or reflect renewed rock uplift during the Cenozoic (e.g., Davis, 1889; 462 

Pazzaglia & Brandon, 1996) remains a central question in the evolution of eastern North America.  463 

Most workers agree that variations in the resistance of lithologic substrate to erosion along the 464 

range manifest as differential landscape relief and rates of erosion (i.e., DiBiase et al., 2018; Hack, 465 

1960; Hancock & Kirwan, 2007). However, variations in the pace of sediment delivery (Naeser et 466 

al., 2016; Pazzaglia & Brandon, 1996), low-temperature thermochronology (Shorten and 467 

Fitzgerald, 2020), the regional patterns of knickpoints preserved along some Appalachian river 468 

networks (Gallen et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2013), and inverse models of stream profiles (Fernandes 469 

et al., 2019) all imply that topographic relief increased during the late Cenozoic. Moreover, the 470 

geodynamics driving such a change remain debated. For instance, in the Susquehanna River 471 

watershed, north of our study area, regions of elevated channel steepness (a metric of channel 472 

gradient normalized for basin drainage area; Wobus et al., 2006) and erosion rate were interpreted 473 

to reflect an increase in river incision during the Neogene (Miller et al., 2013), perhaps reflecting 474 

an increase in dynamic topography (Moucha et al., 2008; Moucha & Ruetenik, 2017; Rowley et 475 

al., 2013). Similar patterns in topography and channel steepness in tributaries of the Tennessee 476 

River, south of our study area, have been attributed to epierogeny (Gallen et al., 2013) but can also 477 
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be explained by river capture and drainage reorganization within approximately the same time 478 

period (Gallen, 2018). These data were subsequently claimed to be consistent with dynamic 479 

subsidence of the region driven by large-scale mantle flow (Liu, 2014).  As our study area lies 480 

between these two regions, the geomorphology of the range affords an opportunity to explore the 481 

association between lithospheric architecture and potential changes in relief. 482 

The high topography of the Appalachian Mountains above the CAA is characterized by 483 

elevated channel steepness, relative to the Appalachians north and south, forming a broad 484 

“bullseye” centered on the CAA, extending from southern West Virginia to the Pennsylvania 485 

border (Figure 7A). Although the association of steeper channels with greater relief is not 486 

surprising (e.g., DiBiase et al., 2010), elevated channel steepness indices along the crest of the 487 

range are observed along both sides of the continental drainage divide (Figure 7D). This 488 

observation suggests that elevated channel steepness is not simply a function of drainage capture 489 

and divide migration (e.g., Naeser et al., 2016), but is characteristic of headwater regions of rivers 490 

draining to both the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. Moreover, analysis of channel steepness as a 491 

function of mapped lithology (see Supporting Information) reveals that channels are approximately 492 

2-3 times steeper along the crest of the range, relative to its flanks, independent of substrate (Figure 493 

7D). For instance, basins underlain by largely mudstone are present throughout a swath sampled 494 

across the CAA (Figure 7D), and channels in these basins exhibit steepness indices of ~20-25 m0.9 495 

near the crest of the range, decreasing to values <5-10 m0.9 east and west of the range. This 496 

observation suggests that variations in channel steepness are not entirely a consequence of 497 

variations in rock erodibility along the range. 498 

To evaluate whether these spatial differences in channel steepness are in fact associated 499 

with differences in erosion rate, we compiled previously published data on basin-wide average 500 
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erosion rates from studies of 10Be concentrations in fluvial sediment from tributaries of the 501 

Potomac, James, and Susquehanna watersheds (Duxbury et al., 2015; Portenga & Bierman, 2011; 502 

Portenga et al., 2019). For each of these watersheds, we evaluated the network distribution of 503 

channel steepness (following methods of Harkins et al., 2007 and Perron & Royden, 2013) and 504 

substrate lithology from published regional geologic maps (Dicken et al., 2005; Nicholson et al., 505 

2005).  We focused our study on those 63 watersheds underlain by a single substrate lithology 506 

(Table S1). We compared channel steepness to erosion rate for each watershed (Figure S1); 507 

channel profiles that displayed significant convexities and knickpoints, considered to reflect 508 

potential transient, spatial variations in erosion rate (e.g., Kirby & Whipple, 2012), were eliminated 509 

from subsequent analysis. A detailed discussion of methods is available in the Supplemental 510 

Information. The remainder of the data define two distinct scaling trends between erosion rate and 511 

channel steepness (Figure 7B). Watersheds underlain by metabasalt and quartzite appear to be 512 

steeper, at a given erosion rate, than those underlain by metasedimentary and sedimentary rocks 513 

(Figure 7B). This analysis strongly implies that variations in channel steepness across the central 514 

Appalachians (background colors in Figure 7A) in the study area do, in fact, reflect variations in 515 

erosion rate. Steeper channels above the CAA appear to be eroding faster than the flanks of the 516 

range (Figure 7). 517 

Overall, elevated rates of erosion along steep channels in the central Appalachians appear 518 

to be consistent with either: 1) maintenance of topography by ongoing differential rock uplift 519 

across the range, and/or 2) relatively slow decay of erosion rates from a past event that may have 520 

added buoyancy to the upper mantle and elevated the central Appalachians. Although our data are 521 

not sufficient to definitively discriminate between these scenarios, we can estimate the response 522 

timescales of a stream-power model of these fluvial networks (e.g., Goren et al., 2014). Although 523 
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such models are subject to significant limitations in how they represent the effects of stochastic 524 

distributions of runoff and thresholds associated with bed sediment caliber (e.g., DiBiase & 525 

Whipple, 2011; Lague, 2014), the linear scaling between channel steepness and erosion rate 526 

presented here (Figure 7) suggests that stream-power type models capture at least the first-order 527 

characteristics of the system.  The linear scaling between channel steepness and erosion rate yields 528 

a response time (τ) with the formula (Gallen, 2018; Goren et al., 2014) 529 

𝜏 = ∫
𝑑𝑥′

𝐾(𝑥′)𝐴(𝑥′)𝑚

𝑥′

0
                                                                   (3) 530 

where x’ is the along-stream distance from the outlet, K is an erosion coefficient, A is upstream 531 

drainage area, and m is a positive exponent related to the scaling of erosion rate with drainage area, 532 

a proxy for discharge. To estimate the response time for the Potomac River basin, we used two 533 

spatially-variable erosion coefficients, estimated as the inverse of the regressions (see Supporting 534 

Information) relating channel steepness and erosion rate (Figure 7). We applied those coefficients 535 

to other rock types not included in the erosion rate analysis because such data in those rock types 536 

are absent (e.g., including carbonates in the more erodible, higher K class and igneous rocks and 537 

remaining metamorphic rocks in the less erodible, lower K class). In this way, our analysis honors 538 

the observation that the scaling of channel steepness depends on lithology (Figure 7D), although 539 

it does not specify every rock type. The exponent m was set to 0.45, consistent with both theory 540 

(Whipple & Tucker, 1999) and observation in the Susquehanna River basin (Miller et al., 2013).  541 

For rivers of the approximate size of the Potomac, our analysis suggests that the response to a 542 

simple perturbation in the relative rate of base level fall would sweep through the system within 543 

20-30 Myr. Thus, while it is possible that elevated erosion rates and steep channels reflect 544 

modifications of the lithosphere associated with the youngest phase of volcanism in Eocene time, 545 
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it seems unlikely that the geomorphology of this region of the Appalachians retains any signal of 546 

topographic changes that pre-date these events. 547 

 548 

5. Synthesis of observations: An argument for lithospheric loss beneath the Central 549 

Appalachians 550 

 Taken together, the constraints from geophysics, petrology, geochemistry, and 551 

geomorphology described in Sections 2-4 form a suite of observations that suggest a past 552 

lithospheric loss event(s) and the preservation of a thinned continental lithosphere through 553 

geologic time. Our synthesis has documented a number of striking and anomalous observations 554 

associated with the CAA that any conceptual model for lithospheric evolution must be able to 555 

explain. To summarize, a number of geophysical imaging studies (Figures 2 and 3) have 556 

conclusively demonstrated that the lithosphere beneath the Central Appalachian Anomaly today is 557 

thin, with the LAB likely at ~75-90 km depth. These constraints include 1) tomographic imaging 558 

of low seismic velocities associated with the CAA, suggesting a region of absent lithosphere that 559 

is no wider than ~100 km and with low velocities extending to the base of the continental crust, 2) 560 

seismic attenuation measurements, which again suggest a region of thin lithosphere of limited 561 

lateral extent, 3) electrical conductivity measurements that require a shallow LAB and a highly 562 

conductive asthenosphere co-located with the tomographically imaged CAA, 4) Sp receiver 563 

function imaging, which suggests a shallow LAB that is spatially associated with the electrical 564 

conductivity anomaly, and is consistent with geochemically constrained asthenospheric melting 565 

depths.  566 

The physical state of the upper mantle associated with the CAA today is therefore relatively 567 

clear – a thin lithospheric layer overlies an asthenosphere with geophysical indicators that are in 568 
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some ways more typical of mid-ocean ridge settings than ambient subcontinental asthenosphere. 569 

Resistivities below ~100 km depth are less than 10 Ωm (Evans et al., 2019), which is more 570 

conductive at comparable depths than beneath unmodified oceanic lithosphere (Sarafian et al., 571 

2015) and comparable to asthenosphere beneath the East Pacific Rise at similar depths (Baba et 572 

al., 2006a,b; Key et al., 2013). The strength of attenuation is likewise comparable to that beneath 573 

the Juan de Fuca ridge (Eilon & Abers, 2017), or Lau (Wei & Wiens, 2018, 2020) and Marianas 574 

(Pozgay et al., 2009) back-arc spreading systems. Shear-wave velocities as constrained by surface 575 

waves are typically in the range of ~4.3-4.5 km/s at depths below 150 km beneath the CAA (Pollitz 576 

& Mooney, 2016; Porter et al., 2016; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Wagner et al., 2018); these are 577 

more consistent with the asthenosphere beneath young oceanic plates than the continents (e.g., 578 

Lekic & Romanowicz, 2011). Taken together, the geophysical observations suggest the CAA 579 

comprises a region of partial melt at shallow depths below the continental crust over a very small 580 

(50 km radius) area. 581 

The fact that these geophysical indicators of a region of absent mantle lithosphere and 582 

shallow partial melt are spatially co-located with the occurrence of Late Jurassic and Eocene 583 

volcanic and magmatic products (Figure 3) leads us to consider models that would explain both of 584 

these past episodes of tectonomagmatism and the present-day geophysical structure in terms of 585 

lithospheric loss and subsequent evolution. Key geochemical and petrological constraints that must 586 

be honored by such models include 1) the timing of the events, with one during the Late Jurassic 587 

and one during the Eocene, 2) the thermobarometry results, which suggest pressures (and thus 588 

depths) of melt equilibration of 2.1 GPa (roughly 70 km) for a Late Jurassic sample and 2.3 GPa 589 

(roughly 75 km) for Eocene samples, and temperatures that are associated with decompression 590 

melting of “normal” asthenosphere, and 3) the geochemical results, which for the Eocene event 591 
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similarly suggest decompression melting of “normal” asthenosphere from the sub-Atlantic Ocean 592 

domain. Finally, the fact that the anomalous magmatic activity and present-day geophysical 593 

anomalies are spatially co-located with relatively rapid erosion rates and steep channels also 594 

pushes us to consider models for evolution of the Central Appalachian lithosphere that can explain 595 

particularly rapid present-day erosion rates. 596 

In other words, all available observations are consistent with shallow decompression 597 

melting caused by lithospheric removal in the Jurassic, followed by a ~100 Ma hiatus (about which 598 

we know very little), followed by another episode of small-scale volcanism during the Eocene 599 

(which may or may not have included additional lithospheric removal), followed by some process 600 

that has allowed for the maintenance of low seismic velocities, high seismic attenuation, low 601 

resistivity, and high erosion rates for 47 million years. This means that we need to explain a) the 602 

removal of mantle lithosphere on such a small scale, and b) the maintenance of such a small 603 

lithospheric “hole” over geologic time. 604 

 In addition to the key geophysical, geomorphological, geochemical, and petrological 605 

observations that suggest anomalous lithospheric evolution, we have also documented a number 606 

of additional observations that may help to distinguish among different models. These include the 607 

occurrence of a transition in SKS splitting behavior that is co-located with the CAA, the Moho 608 

“step” that is just to the east of the Eocene volcanics, the observation of relatively “normal” and 609 

unexciting transition zone structure beneath the CAA, the lack of pronounced anomalies in the 610 

gravity and heat flow data, and the lack of a pronounced seismic velocity anomaly in the crust 611 

above the upper mantle CAA.  612 

 613 

 614 
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6. Mechanisms for lithospheric loss and evolution beneath the Central Appalachians 615 

Here we discuss and evaluate a range of possible conceptual models for a) lithospheric loss 616 

(and associated intraplate volcanism) beneath our Central Appalachians study area, and b) the 617 

evolution and maintenance of thin lithosphere over geologic time. Many of these ideas are based 618 

on previous work that have suggested mechanisms for explaining various observations (for 619 

example, low upper mantle seismic velocities, or the character and timing of volcanism). Section 620 

6 focuses on a description of possible models, and Section 7 presents a comparison between 621 

predictions and observations. At this point, our evaluations of the various mechanisms are 622 

qualitative and conceptual; however, they represent a starting point towards more quantitative and 623 

specific comparisons between a working preferred model and observations, as described below. 624 

 625 

6.1 Mechanisms for lithospheric loss 626 

6.1.1 Localized loss via Rayleigh-Taylor instability 627 

 Mazza et al. (2014) proposed a localized lithospheric loss or delamination model for the 628 

central Appalachians as a mechanism to explain anomalous volcanism. This scenario invokes the 629 

gravity-driven loss of a small volume of lithosphere via a Rayleigh-Taylor instability (e.g., Elkins-630 

Tanton, 2007; see sketch in Figure 8). We envision a localized (no more than ~100 km across, 631 

roughly the dimension of the present-day low velocity anomaly at depths of ~100 km) Rayleigh-632 

Taylor instability of dense mantle lithosphere, perhaps also involving eclogitized, high-density 633 

lower crustal material. This lithospheric “drip” would have been relatively small in volume (with 634 

a diameter of ~100 km and a thickness of perhaps ~50-100 km, consistent with numerical modeling 635 

results; e.g., Conrad & Molnar, 1997), and after it detached and sank into the upper mantle, 636 

upwelling return flow would have resulted in decompression melting.  637 
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  638 

6.1.2 Widespread lithospheric loss via Rayleigh-Taylor instability 639 

 An alternative to the model of a localized gravity-driven lithospheric loss event is a 640 

scenario in which a comparatively larger volume of lithospheric mantle was removed, with 641 

subsequent thermal evolution (as discussed in section 6.2.1 below) that shrank the region of 642 

thinned lithosphere to its present size. Such a scenario, to which the term “lithospheric 643 

delamination” is often applied (e.g., Magni & Király, 2020), raises the possibility that a 644 

substantially larger portion of the mantle lithosphere was initially lost than envisioned in section 645 

6.1.1 above. Our motivation for considering this idea is that in this scenario there is no need to 646 

invoke a set of processes that maintain the configuration of the lithosphere that was created by the 647 

most recent lithospheric loss event over long periods of geologic time. Instead, we envision that 648 

after the lithospheric loss event, the lithosphere progressively cooled and thickened; in the course 649 

of this evolution, what was initially a larger lithospheric “divot” shrank to its present dimensions.  650 

 651 

6.1.3 Gradual thinning of the lithosphere via thermal ablation 652 

 Evans et al. (2019) suggested a model of gradual, rather than a catastrophic, lithospheric 653 

loss beneath the Central Appalachians as a possible alternative to gravity-driven instability. We 654 

envision a scenario in which some initial perturbation of the “topography” at the base of the 655 

lithosphere, perhaps tied to preexisting or inherited lithospheric structure from earlier processes, 656 

allowed for the localization of upwelling mantle flow and the progressive thermal ablation or 657 

erosion of the lithosphere to its present-day configuration. Evans et al. (2019) invoked the idea of 658 

shear-induced upwelling as a possible mechanism for this process; if variable topography on the 659 

lithosphere, and/or lateral variations in mantle viscosity, led to shear-driven upwelling (e.g., 660 
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Ballmer et al., 2015; Conrad et al., 2010, 2011), then any melt produced would migrate to the 661 

shallowest point of the LAB. Melt ponded at the LAB may then play a role in thermally eroding 662 

the lithosphere via dike intrusion (e.g., Havlin et al., 2013); this model predicts that over time, the 663 

lithosphere progressively erodes and evolves to its present-day configuration.  This model does 664 

not make specific predictions about the time frame of the gradual lithospheric thinning, and the 665 

timescale over which this may have occurred is not well constrained. Havlin et al. (2013) suggested 666 

that this type of mechanism, with modest melt fractions, can thin the lithosphere by roughly 50 km 667 

or more over a 50 Myr time frame.  668 

 669 

6.1.4 Lithospheric thinning via edge-driven convection 670 

 Another possibility is that the present-day low velocities beneath the Central Appalachians 671 

represent the upwelling limb of a small-scale convection cell that is driven by downwelling at the 672 

edge of the thick portion of North American cratonic lithosphere to the west. This model invokes 673 

the classic edge-driven convection scenario of King and Anderson (1998) and King (2007), which 674 

has been considered before in a slightly different context as an explanation for processes occurring 675 

beneath the southeastern U.S. (Benoit et al., 2013; Long et al., 2010). The concept of edge-driven 676 

convection has been applied to explain lithospheric thinning and intraplate volcanism in other 677 

geographic settings (e.g., Kaislaniemi & van Hunen, 2014; Van Wijk et al., 2010), and has also 678 

been invoked to explain the Northern Appalachian Anomaly, another low-velocity upper mantle 679 

anomaly associated with thinned lithosphere that is centered under New England (e.g., Dong & 680 

Menke, 2017; Levin et al., 2018; Menke et al., 2016, 2018). In this model, the upwelling limb of 681 

the convection cell causes decompression melting and corresponds to the present-day low velocity 682 

anomaly in the upper mantle; the upwelling may have contributed to lithospheric thinning over 683 
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time through thermal ablation, yielding the thin lithosphere that is inferred today. While this model 684 

is not temporally specific in the same way that the catastrophic lithospheric loss is, the edge-driven 685 

convection cell may have been present continuously (or at least episodically) for long periods of 686 

geologic time if it is to be invoked as an explanation for past intraplate volcanism in our study 687 

region. 688 

 689 

6.1.5 Lithospheric thinning driven by a deep, plume-like upwelling 690 

 Yet another plausible scenario invokes deep processes, rather than processes taking place 691 

in the upper mantle, as the driver for melting and volcanism beneath the Central Appalachians. 692 

This model invokes the presence of an anomaly in the mid-mantle (or deeper) as the trigger for 693 

melting and as the explanation for the present-day low velocity zone and thin lithosphere. This 694 

anomaly could take the form of a classical thermal mantle plume, which may have been able to 695 

thermally ablate or thin the lithosphere when it passed through. Alternatively, it could take the 696 

form of a “wet spot” whose increased water content lowers the melting temperature and enables 697 

melting, and may contribute directly to the reduced seismic velocities in the upper mantle. Each 698 

of these two scenarios has been previously proposed in the literature. Chu et al. (2013) proposed 699 

the presence of a “hidden hotspot track” beneath the central and Eastern U.S. on the basis of 700 

seismic waveform modeling that suggested two corridors of modified lower lithosphere with 701 

reduced seismic velocities and enhanced seismic attenuation. Van der Lee et al. (2008) previously 702 

suggested pervasive hydration of the upper mantle beneath eastern North America on the basis of 703 

documented low-velocity anomalies beneath the Eastern Seaboard in tomographic models that 704 

predate the deployment of the EarthScope USArray (e.g., Van der Lee & Frederiksen, 2005). In 705 

the Van der Lee et al. (2008) model, hydration and upwelling were invoked to explain a broad 706 
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region of lower than average upper mantle velocities beneath the eastern U.S.; in contrast, here we 707 

invoke the possibility of a much narrower and more localized hydrous upwelling as a source of 708 

melt production directly beneath the Central Appalachians.  709 

 710 

6.2 Scenarios for evolution of thinned lithosphere over time 711 

 We envision several possible scenarios for how the lithosphere may have evolved after a 712 

lithospheric loss event by any of the mechanisms discussed in section 6.1. These models may 713 

include gradual thermal healing of thinned lithosphere (perhaps accompanied by temporal changes 714 

in density structure) or mechanisms that can maintain a thin lithosphere over time, including shear-715 

driven upwelling or continuous or episodic edge-driven convection. 716 

 717 

6.2.1 Gradual thermal healing of thinned lithosphere 718 

 The simplest and most straightforward idea for the temporal evolution of the lithosphere 719 

after an episode of lithospheric loss or removal is the gradual healing or re-forming of the 720 

lithospheric mantle through time. While a lithospheric loss event would likely be accompanied by 721 

upwelling and perhaps heating of the base of the of the lithosphere, over time one might expect 722 

the continental lithosphere to thicken and densify as it progressively cools, much as oceanic 723 

lithosphere evolves as it ages and moves away from the mid-oceanic ridge. In addition to the 724 

increase in density expected as the lithosphere cools, changes in its density structure due to 725 

metamorphic reactions (e.g., Fischer, 2002) are also possible. We would generally expect that a 726 

mechanism of thermal healing would slowly thicken the lithosphere over time, causing an initial 727 

“hole” or “divot” to gradually disappear through progressive thickening.  728 

 729 
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6.2.2 Maintenance of thinned lithosphere via small-scale mantle flow and shear-driven upwelling 730 

If one or more lithospheric loss events took place beneath the central Appalachians in the 731 

geologic past, then a potential mechanism is needed to maintain the thinned lithosphere over 732 

geologic time (rather than allowing for thermal healing via the slow regrowth of lithosphere 733 

through gradual cooling). Small-scale mantle flow driven by the motion of the North American 734 

Plate may have played a role in maintaining the “hole” or “divot” in the lithosphere. One possibility 735 

is that as the plate continued to move over the asthenospheric mantle beneath it, it induced a small-736 

scale mantle flow cell within the divot itself (see Figure 8), continuously bringing relatively hot 737 

asthenospheric upper mantle into contact with the base of the lithosphere and preventing thermal 738 

healing of the lithospheric divot. This idea is similar to the concept of shear-driven upwelling as a 739 

mechanism to produce melting and volcanism in intraplate settings (Conrad et al., 2010, 2011).  740 

 741 

6.2.3 Maintenance of thinned lithosphere via continuous or episodic edge-driven convection 742 

  As discussed in section 6.1.4, edge-driven convection has been suggested as a possible 743 

mechanism to explain volcanism in the Central Appalachians and in other intraplate settings. Edge-744 

driven convection may be more or less continuous, with nearly continuous downwellings initiated 745 

at the base of the thick continental lithosphere near its edge, or it may be episodic, with an abrupt 746 

episode of downwelling (accompanied by upwelling return flow on the other limb of the 747 

convection cell) followed by a period of quiescence and ultimately another pulse of mantle flow 748 

(perhaps associated with an abrupt change in plate motion). If edge-driven convection is present 749 

beneath the Central Appalachians, then it may have played a role in maintaining a relatively thin 750 

lithosphere over long periods of time through multiple episodes of downwelling, upwelling return 751 
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flow, and lithospheric thinning, or through a continuous (or nearly continuous) version of this 752 

process. 753 

 754 

7. Which models are most consistent with the observations? 755 

7.1 Mechanisms for lithospheric loss and evolution: Comparison with observations 756 

7.1.1 Lithospheric loss via localized gravity-driven instability 757 

 Lithospheric loss via a relatively small gravity-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability during 758 

the Eocene (and perhaps also during the Jurassic, if the loss was episodic) is generally consistent 759 

with many of the observations. Specifically, this mechanism is compatible with the primitive 760 

composition and estimated depths and temperatures of melt equilibration of the Eocene magmatic 761 

products, as argued by Mazza et al. (2014). It is also consistent with the observations of the present-762 

day upper mantle anomalies in seismic velocities, seismic attenuation, and electrical conductivity 763 

(Figure 3). All of these indicators, along with the Sp receiver function imaging, are consistent with 764 

thin lithosphere beneath the Central Appalachians, directly beneath the Eocene volcanic and 765 

magmatic products at the surface. This mechanism can explain the small size and the spatial 766 

location of the upper mantle anomalies, in that the present-day lithosphere is thin in the region 767 

where a small volume of lithosphere was presumably lost during the Eocene.  768 

If a small volume of lithosphere were removed via gravitational instability during the 769 

Eocene, then we might consider whether we might expect to image a lithospheric fragment in the 770 

mantle transition zone. Given its small dimensions (~50 km radius), any detached lithosphere 771 

should have thermally equilibrated with the surrounding asthenospheric mantle fairly quickly as it 772 

sank. Specifically, the timescale for heat to diffuse over a distance, d, is given by  773 

𝑡𝑑~ 
𝑑2

4𝜅
                                                                  (4) 774 
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where 𝜅 is the thermal diffusivity, which for the mantle is ~10-6 m2 s-1. A sphere of lithosphere 775 

with 50 km radius would thus thermally equilibrate with the surrounding asthenospheric mantle 776 

on the order of 20 Myr. The observed lack of strong topography on the mantle transition zone 777 

discontinuities beneath the Central Appalachians (Figure 4) can therefore be considered as 778 

consistent with lithospheric loss via Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the Eocene (and/or earlier). 779 

The length and time scales of lithospheric Rayleigh-Taylor type instabilities have been 780 

estimated by Conrad & Molnar (1997). Including the effect of thermal diffusion, instabilities grow 781 

most rapidly at wavelengths on the order of 100-200 km. Assuming an asthenospheric viscosity of 782 

1019 Pa s, the instabilities grow by a factor of e every 3-5 Myr. Because such instabilities only 783 

displace the bottom one third to one half of the lithosphere (e.g., Conrad & Molnar, 1997), these 784 

instabilities would produce only small anomalies in topography and gravity at the Earth's surface 785 

above the downwelling, consistent with the (lack of) observations. 786 

The region of inferred lithospheric loss is just to the west of the sharp step in the Moho, 787 

but possible links between them remain unclear. The particularly thick crust (~50-55 km; Long et 788 

al., 2019) beneath the Central Appalachian Mountains (Figure 3) may point to the presence of 789 

unusually dense, perhaps eclogitized, material in the lower crust today. There is some additional 790 

support for the idea of particularly dense lower crust, at least during the Late Jurassic, from the 791 

observation of xenoliths of garnet-rich gneisses in the lower crust, found in Late Jurassic magmas 792 

(Johnson et al., 2013). It is unclear, however, whether such material may have been present in the 793 

geologic past and whether it may have played a role in triggering the Rayleigh-Taylor instability 794 

through which the lithosphere was lost. If eclogitized lower crustal material was involved in the 795 

episode of lithospheric loss during the Eocene, then that might suggest that the crust beneath the 796 

mountains was even thicker in the geologic past.  797 
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It is not clear whether the observed elevated rates of present-day erosion in the Central 798 

Appalachians (Figure 7) might be directly associated with an episode of lithospheric removal 799 

during the Eocene. If a Rayleigh-Taylor instability removed a portion of dense lithosphere and 800 

therefore adjusted the overall buoyancy of the system during the Eocene, then uplift and enhanced 801 

erosion would be expected. It is unclear, however, whether the present-day erosion rates would be 802 

expected to still reflect this event, given the timescales involved.  As discussed in section 4, simple 803 

scaling arguments suggest that the timescales of response for the rivers draining the Central 804 

Appalachians today are no greater than ~30 Ma. Unless any pulse of enhanced uplift and erosion 805 

has decayed more slowly than expected (c.f. Baldwin et al., 2003), it is difficult to directly link 806 

elevated present-day erosion rates with an episode of lithospheric loss during the Eocene. An 807 

indirect link may be possible, however, if the lithospheric divot is being maintained via small-scale 808 

mantle flow today, as discussed further in 7.1.6 below. 809 

While Mazza et al. (2014) proposed a lithospheric loss scenario to explain Eocene 810 

volcanism, it is possible that there were in fact multiple episodes of catastrophic lithospheric loss 811 

beneath the region, perhaps corresponding to both the Jurassic and Eocene volcanic pulses. One 812 

possibility is that some aspect of lithospheric structure beneath the Central Appalachians has made 813 

it particularly prone to gravitational instability – perhaps related to lithospheric weakening, or to 814 

its density structure – that may have been created or “seeded” during the breakup of Pangea. A 815 

possible scenario is that a Rayleigh-Taylor instability led to the loss of lithosphere in the Late 816 

Jurassic, causing upwelling return flow and decompression melting, and leading to magmatic 817 

activity at the surface (Mazza et al., 2017). This event may well have modified the structure of the 818 

crust and/or remaining lithospheric mantle, and may have emplaced particularly dense material 819 

(i.e., underplated mafic rocks) at the base of the crust, perhaps priming the system for another, 820 
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later phase of lithospheric loss. Between the Late Jurassic and the Eocene, the structure of the 821 

lithosphere may have evolved and been modified via thermal healing; furthermore, the density 822 

structure of the deep crust may have evolved, perhaps through time-progressive metamorphic 823 

reactions (e.g., Fischer, 2002; Williams et al., 2014). As the system evolved through time, the 824 

lithosphere beneath the Central Appalachians may have become more gravitationally unstable, 825 

perhaps via a combination of the changing density structure (as the lithosphere cooled) and through 826 

preexisting factors such as the presence of low-viscosity lithosphere (either from the tectonic 827 

inheritance of preexisting weak zones, the presence of volatiles such as water, or other factors). 828 

This may have led to a second lithospheric loss event during the Eocene, which led to a similar 829 

scenario of upwelling return flow, the production of partial melt, and the transport of that melt 830 

through the overlying crust to the surface. 831 

 832 

7.1.2 Gradual lithospheric thinning via thermal ablation 833 

 A gradual lithospheric thinning mechanism could also be considered as generally 834 

consistent with the imaging of the present-day lithospheric structure beneath the Central 835 

Appalachians. Such a mechanism can explain the size and location of the upper mantle anomalies 836 

in seismic velocity, attenuation, and electrical conductivity; in particular, this model, which 837 

appeals to the ponding of melt at the shallowest point of the lithosphere as it gradually thins, is 838 

consistent with the inference from both electrical conductivity and attenuation measurements that 839 

partial melt may be present in the shallow asthenosphere today. Furthermore, this mechanism may 840 

provide a natural explanation for the persistence of the lithospheric divot over geologic time 841 

(without needing to appeal to a process such as edge-driven convection to maintain it).  842 
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On the other hand, a mechanism that invokes gradual thinning cannot explain the temporal 843 

specificity of the Late Jurassic or Eocene volcanism. In the context of this mechanism, additional 844 

processes (such as the reactivation of crustal structures and/or the reorganization of the crustal 845 

stress field) must be invoked to explain the timing of pulses of volcanic activity. Interestingly, the 846 

bend in the Hawaii-Emperor seamount change suggests a global reorganization of plate motions 847 

at roughly ~47 Ma (e.g., Wright et al., 2015); while this is speculative, in the context of this model 848 

this global change may have reorganized the stress field in our study region and allowed for the 849 

migration of melt to the surface (e.g., Southworth et al., 1993). This would mean that the 850 

lithospheric geometry seen today may have been established in the Jurassic (producing the initial 851 

episode of magmatism) and may have changed little since that time. In this framework, the Eocene 852 

volcanism only occurred due to a passing favorable re-organization of stresses and associated 853 

opening of crustal magmatic conduits, or due to a transient episode of more intense upwelling and 854 

melt production associated with a change in plate motion. (It is worth noting that this idea may 855 

apply regardless of the mechanism for lithospheric removal during the Jurassic, whether it was 856 

catastrophic or gradual.) 857 

  Gradual thinning of the lithosphere would predict that the equilibration depths of mantle-858 

derived melts should decrease over time; however, this prediction is not particularly well borne 859 

out by petrological observations. Specifically, Mazza et al. (2017) found an equilibration pressure 860 

of 2.09 GPa (roughly 70 km) for a Late Jurassic sample (Sample #31), compared with equilibration 861 

pressures of 2.32 ± 0.31 GPa for Eocene samples (Mazza et al., 2014). We note, however, that 862 

direct comparisons are difficult, because data for the Late Jurassic are limited; most of the Late 863 

Jurassic samples are highly alkaline, precluding the use of traditional geothermobarometers due to 864 

the mineralogy and magma composition (Mazza et al., 2017). 865 
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   866 

7.1.3 Widespread lithospheric loss with subsequent healing/regrowth 867 

A mechanism of widespread lithospheric loss (that is, a Rayleigh-Taylor instability whose 868 

dimensions were significantly larger than the present-day upper mantle geophysical anomaly) 869 

could be generally consistent with the timing and petrological characteristics of Central 870 

Appalachian volcanism, but not their spatial localization. Specifically, if a large volume of 871 

lithosphere had been removed, then volcanism over a wider region would be expected; instead, the 872 

expression of Eocene magmatism at the surface is localized to a small region of western Virginia 873 

and eastern West Virginia (Figure 1). This mechanism also does not provide a particularly specific 874 

explanation for the location of the present-day upper mantle velocity, attenuation, and conductivity 875 

anomalies, or for their co-location with the Eocene volcanics. We can conjecture that the present-876 

day location of the CAA corresponds to the center of the region of lithospheric loss (that is, where 877 

the thickest column of lithosphere was removed), but this is speculative. This model is generally 878 

difficult to reconcile with constraints provided by modeling studies of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities 879 

(e.g., Conrad & Molnar, 1997), which suggest that long-wavelength instabilities would create 880 

surface deformation; evidence for this is not observed. Furthermore, if a large amount of material 881 

was removed during a past episode(s) of lithospheric loss, we might expect to be able to observe 882 

it as a high-velocity anomaly in the mantle today (for a spherical anomaly with a radius of ~500 883 

km, the thermal diffusion time would be roughly 2 Gyr), and we do not.  884 

One aspect of the observations that could potentially be explained by this mechanism is the 885 

inference of altered mantle lithosphere just to the west of the upper mantle conductivity anomaly, 886 

as discussed by Evans et al. (2019). They hypothesized that the mantle lithosphere here has 887 

undergone alteration due to deformation via shearing or through hydration, leading to higher 888 
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conductivity values than is expected for typical continental mantle lithosphere (such as those 889 

observed further to the west along the MAGIC profile). It is possible that these alteration processes 890 

may reflect the evolution of the mantle lithosphere through healing and thermal regrowth, if this 891 

portion of the lithosphere was included in a hypothetical larger lithospheric loss event. However, 892 

lithosphere would generally be expected to thermally heal from the top down, rather than laterally, 893 

making it somewhat difficult to envision how an initially large area of thinned lithosphere might 894 

shrink in lateral extent (that is, in map view) while maintaining a shallow LAB. It is thus difficult 895 

to envision a physically reasonable mechanism for the evolution of a past large lithospheric divot 896 

or hole to the configuration that we image today. 897 

 898 

7.1.4 Edge-driven convection  899 

 An edge-driven convection mechanism for lithospheric thinning (and/or the maintenance 900 

of thin lithosphere through geologic time) fails to match the observations beneath the Central 901 

Appalachians in several key aspects. This model does not easily explain the temporal specificity 902 

of the Late Jurassic or Eocene magmatic activity, unless episodic edge-driven convection is 903 

invoked, and even then, it is not easy to reconcile the persistence of the geophysical anomalies into 904 

the present day unless other processes are involved. Edge-driven convection is also not easily 905 

reconciled with the spatial localization of both the magmatic pulses and the present-day 906 

geophysical anomalies in the upper mantle; if small-scale convection driven by downwellings at 907 

the edge of the thick North American cratonic lithosphere to the west is driving upwelling and 908 

volcanism beneath the Central Appalachians, then why do we not observe intraplate volcanism 909 

and upper mantle anomalies everywhere along the margin?  (One possibility, of course, is that the 910 

vigor and/or periodicity of edge-driven convection may vary along strike; previous work (e.g., Till 911 
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et al., 2010) has shown that the size of the edge-associated downwelling depends on the sharpness 912 

of the edge, so along-strike variability in edge-driven convection could reflect along-strike 913 

differences in lithospheric architecture.) 914 

 If edge-driven convection were active today beneath the Central Appalachians, we would 915 

expect upwelling in the upper mantle beneath our study area; the vertical shearing produced by 916 

such an upwelling should produce vertically oriented fast axes of seismic anisotropy and would 917 

therefore predict negligible shear wave splitting stemming from anisotropy in the asthenospheric 918 

upper mantle. This is not obviously consistent with the SKS splitting observations in our study 919 

region (Figure 3), which exhibit a modest rotation in fast splitting directions near the Central 920 

Appalachian Anomaly but no significant local minimum in splitting delay times. Of course, this 921 

prediction could be complicated by the presence of anisotropy in the mantle lithosphere; however, 922 

the thin (~80 km) lithosphere that is present beneath the Central Appalachians implies that a 923 

significant contribution to SKS splitting from the asthenospheric upper mantle is likely (Aragon 924 

et al., 2017). We further acknowledge that flow patterns in the mantle are likely to be complex and 925 

even in areas of upwelling, the regions of null SKS splitting may be spatially restricted (e.g., 926 

Blackman & Kendall, 2002), so comparisons between SKS splitting and predictions for edge-927 

driven convection models are not straightforward. 928 

 The predictions that the edge-driven convection model would make about transition zone 929 

structure are a bit ambiguous. If an edge-driven convection cell exists today and is confined to the 930 

upper mantle, then we would expect no effect on the mantle transition zone discontinuities. 931 

However, if a present-day convection cell is larger and the mantle flow associated with it penetrates 932 

the mantle transition zone, then we might expect to see a localized thinning of the transition zone 933 

beneath the Central Appalachians. Data from the MAGIC array indicate no such localized thinning 934 
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(Figure 4), and studies based on USArray TA data mostly argued against transition zone thinning 935 

beneath our study region (Liu & Gao, 2014; Wang & Pavlis, 2016), although Keifer and Dueker 936 

(2019) did find some evidence for a thin transition zone beneath the Central Appalachians.  937 

 938 

7.1.5 A deep thermal or hydrous mantle anomaly 939 

A mechanism for lithospheric thinning that invokes a deep source of heat (via a thermal 940 

mantle plume) and/or hydration makes some specific predictions about mantle structure that are, 941 

for the most part, not borne out by the observations. There is little or no evidence for a deep mantle 942 

plume, or for a localized conduit of particularly hydrated mantle that is connected to a source in 943 

the deep mantle, in images of present-day mantle structure. While the Central Appalachian upper 944 

mantle velocity anomaly is a robust feature in most tomography models (Figures 2 and 3), there is 945 

little or no evidence that it is connected to slow structures in the transition zone or lower mantle 946 

(e.g., Biryol et al., 2016).  947 

A model of a thermal or hydrous plume conduit that is fed by the deep mantle and remains 948 

stationary in a mantle reference frame while the North American plate moves above it is also 949 

difficult to reconcile simultaneously with presence of geophysical anomalies in the shallow upper 950 

mantle today and with magmatic activity during the Late Jurassic and Eocene. While a mantle 951 

plume has been proposed as a possible explanation for intraplate volcanism in eastern North 952 

America, including the Eocene volcanics (Chu et al., 2013), the motion of the North American 953 

plate (absolute plate speed of ~34 mm/yr relative to the mantle beneath, in the hotspot reference 954 

frame of the HS3-Nuvel 1A model; Gripp & Gordon, 2002) means that the present-day location 955 

of the mantle plume would be roughly 1600 km to the east, and the upper mantle geophysical 956 

anomalies would not be particularly well explained. Conversely, if the plume were located beneath 957 
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the Central Appalachians today, then it could be invoked as an explanation for the geophysical 958 

anomalies but would not be a good explanation for the intraplate volcanism. The co-location of 959 

the Eocene and Late Jurassic magmatic products with the present-day geophysical anomalies is 960 

thus not easy to reconcile with the concept of a deep mantle source, unless one assumes that the 961 

upper mantle geophysical anomalies were caused by the passage of a mantle plume in the past and 962 

then have been maintained over time through other processes. 963 

As with the edge-driven convection mechanism, a plume model would predict upwelling 964 

flow in the upper mantle (if the plume were located beneath the Central Appalachians today), 965 

which is not particularly consistent with the SKS splitting observations (Figure 3), although SKS 966 

splitting patterns predicted by plume models are often complex and depend on a number of factors 967 

(e.g., Ito et al., 2015). A model that invokes a hot or hydrous upwelling from the deep mantle 968 

would also predict complexities in transition zone structure, including transition zone thinning (via 969 

the depression of the 410 km discontinuity and the elevation of the 660 km discontinuity; e.g., 970 

Bina & Helffrich, 1994) if thermal effects dominate. As discussed by Long et al. (2010), a hydrous 971 

transition zone such as that proposed by Van der Lee et al. (2008) would predict a shallowing of 972 

the 410 km discontinuity of ~20-40 km under water-saturated conditions (Smyth & Frost, 2002), 973 

producing ~20-40 km of transition zone thickening. Neither of these effects is observed; the 974 

transition zone thickness beneath the MAGIC line (Figure 4) is close to the global average.  975 

 976 

7.1.6 Maintenance of thin lithosphere via shear-driven upwelling 977 

The idea that the lithospheric divot that is observed today results from one or more past 978 

episodes of catastrophic (but relatively localized) lithospheric loss and has been maintained by 979 

small-scale mantle flow and shear-driven upwelling due to the motion of the North American Plate 980 
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over the mantle beneath it makes a few predictions that can be tested with our observations. This 981 

mechanism is generally consistent with the inference that there may be partial melt in the 982 

uppermost mantle beneath the CAA today, as suggested by Evans et al. (2019) and Byrnes et al. 983 

(2019), as ongoing shear-driven upwelling would result in a continuous process of decompression 984 

melting. It may also be consistent with SKS splitting observations, in that it may provide an 985 

explanation for the rotation in SKS fast splitting directions observed in western Virginia (Figure 986 

3). Specifically, if the overall upper mantle flow field (likely dominated by plate-motion-parallel 987 

shearing; e.g., Long et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017) is being locally disturbed by small-scale flow 988 

associated with shear-driven upwelling, then this may explain the local change in SKS splitting 989 

behavior. While we do not observe the weak or absent SKS splitting that would be predicted for 990 

truly vertical shearing over a substantial area (e.g., Levin et al., 2018; Long et al., 2010), the scale 991 

of a possible shear-driven upwelling is likely small enough that we would not predict a clear 992 

transition to null or absent splitting in the SKS data. (We caution that there are other ways to 993 

explain the lateral variation in SKS splitting behavior, as it may plausibly be dominated by 994 

contributions from frozen-in structure in the lithosphere, rather than present-day mantle flow.) 995 

The notion of small-scale mantle flow that includes an upwelling component is also 996 

generally consistent with the observation of elevated erosion rates along steeper channels in the 997 

Central Appalachians today (Figure 7). The present-day scaling of erosion rate, channel steepness 998 

and erosional efficiency for these rivers suggest a response timescale of ~30 Ma, which is less than 999 

the time elapsed since the last episode of volcanism during the Eocene. If the elevated rates of 1000 

erosion instead reflect ongoing uplift or buoyancy from the upper mantle, then this would be 1001 

broadly consistent with ongoing shear-driven upwelling associated with small-scale mantle flow 1002 

within the lithospheric divot (Figure 8). 1003 
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One aspect of the present-day geophysical structure that is not explained well by a shear-1004 

driven upwelling mechanism to maintain the lithospheric divot is the velocity structure of the crust 1005 

above the CAA (Figure 3). Specifically, the lack of a crustal low-velocity anomaly is puzzling, as 1006 

one would expect the crust overlying the thinned lithospheric mantle to undergo warming over 1007 

geologic time and to display lower velocities today if shear-driven upwelling of the asthenosphere 1008 

has been continuously operating since at least the Eocene. Of course, if there was a compositional 1009 

effect on crustal velocities in the region, with anomalously fast velocities due to compositional 1010 

variations, then this effect could in theory offset a potential thermal effect. 1011 

 1012 

7.2 Preferred models for lithospheric evolution beneath the Central Appalachians  1013 

 The comparisons between observations and the predictions of various mechanisms of 1014 

thinning the lithosphere and maintaining thin lithosphere through time described in Section 7.1 1015 

lead us to a small set of preferred models for the evolution of the Central Appalachian lithosphere 1016 

since the breakup of Pangea. We emphasize that our preferred models are not perfect and are not 1017 

completely consistent with the full range of observations. Furthermore, at this point our 1018 

comparisons between model predictions and observations is almost entirely qualitative, and more 1019 

specific, detailed, and quantitative modeling is needed in the future to link model predictions more 1020 

definitively to observations. Despite these limitations, however, we can present a small set of 1021 

favored models that are better able to match the observational constraints than others.  1022 

Given the preponderance of the observational evidence, we see the scenarios illustrated in 1023 

Figure 8 as being most consistent with the full range of available constraints. We suggest that there 1024 

was an episode of lithospheric loss during the Late Jurassic, perhaps via a gravitationally driven 1025 

Rayleigh-Taylor instability that removed a relatively small volume of lithosphere, or perhaps due 1026 
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to another process such as thermal ablation. This lithospheric loss event was associated with 1027 

upwelling return flow triggering decompression melting and magmatic activity at the surface. 1028 

After this Late Jurassic episode, we envision two possibilities to explain the Eocene volcanics. The 1029 

first is that there was a second episode of lithospheric instability and loss during the Eocene, 1030 

possibly seeded by the emplacement of particularly dense material in the lithosphere during the 1031 

Late Jurassic or aided by temporal changes in the density structure of the deep crust and/or the 1032 

mantle lithosphere. A second possibility is that after the Late Jurassic, the thinned lithosphere was 1033 

maintained via shear-driven upwelling until the present day, and there was an episode during the 1034 

Eocene that involved either enhanced melt production or processes in the crust, perhaps involving 1035 

a reorganization of the regional stress field, that allowed melt to reach the surface. Specifically, a 1036 

change in plate motion may have enabled a pulse of particularly intense upwelling in the 1037 

lithospheric divot during the Eocene, producing unusually large volumes of partial melt. 1038 

Alternatively, a change in plate motion may have coincided with a reorganization of crustal 1039 

stresses, allowing for partial melt that was already present in the uppermost mantle to find its way 1040 

to the surface. In either case, we suggest that the most likely scenario since the Eocene is that the 1041 

CAA lithospheric divot, whether it was created in its current form during the Late Jurassic or 1042 

during the Eocene, has been maintained through small-scale mantle flow and shear-driven 1043 

upwelling as the North American plate has continued to move over the underlying upper mantle.  1044 

While the scenarios shown in Figure 8 generally match the observations summarized in 1045 

this paper, and seem to be geodynamically plausible (e.g., Conrad & Molnar, 1997; Conrad et al., 1046 

2010, 2011), there are still some aspects of the observations that are not well explained. The origin 1047 

and implications of a conductivity anomaly in the deep upper mantle documented by Evans et al. 1048 

(2019) remain obscure. It is difficult to explain the lack of a present-day heat flow anomaly, and 1049 
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the presence of normal (as opposed to slow) crustal velocities above the thin lithosphere, if the 1050 

lithospheric divot has been maintained over 50 Myr or more of geologic time. Furthermore, the 1051 

controls on the timing of the second (Eocene) magmatic pulse remain poorly understood; whether 1052 

triggered by a second episode of lithospheric foundering or by an intense pulse of shear-driven 1053 

upwelling, we do not have a good understanding of what might have controlled the timing of the 1054 

second event.   1055 

Two non-exclusive possibilities can explain the apparent occurrence of a “headless” 1056 

melting column (that is, the presence of partial melt in the uppermost mantle today with a lack of 1057 

contemporaneous volcanism). First, present-day melt fractions could be too low beneath the 1058 

remnant lithosphere to produce an eruption. Experimental constraints on the combined effects of 1059 

melt-generation, the in-situ melt, and volatiles (Gaillard et al., 2008; Takei, 2017; Sifré et al., 2014; 1060 

Yamauchi & Takei, 2016; Yoshino et al., 2010) suggest that geophysical anomalies could be 1061 

explained by small, perhaps infinitesimal, melt fractions. Second, the remnant continental 1062 

lithosphere and cold crust above the CAA may be essentially impermeable, such that any partial 1063 

melt present in the shallow asthenosphere today cannot make its way to the surface. Under either 1064 

condition, this portion of the passive margin of North America hosts a supra-solidus uppermost 1065 

mantle with no present-day volcanic activity, and therefore represents a fascinating case study to 1066 

understand the behavior of partial melt in the asthenosphere.  1067 

 1068 

8. Discussion and conclusions 1069 

8.1 Unanswered questions and avenues for future work 1070 

A major outstanding question regarding the lithospheric loss event(s) beneath the Central 1071 

Appalachians is to what extent the lower crust was involved, and whether the crustal density 1072 
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structure is important in driving lithospheric loss. As discussed above, there are some indications 1073 

that the lower crust above the CAA today is denser than typical continental crust. One argument 1074 

for excess density today comes from the particularly deep Moho beneath the mountains (Long et 1075 

al., 2019), which may be explained by time-progressive metamorphic reactions in the roots of old 1076 

mountain belts (Fischer, 2002). There are also observations of garnet-rich lower crustal xenoliths 1077 

in Late Jurassic magmatic rocks above the CAA (Johnson et al., 2013), although it is not clear to 1078 

what extent this observation might inform our view of lower crustal density either today or during 1079 

the Eocene lithospheric loss event. One possible scenario is that particularly dense material was 1080 

emplaced in the lower portion of the crust during the Late Jurassic and Eocene magmatic events. 1081 

The emplacement of particularly dense (and seismically fast) material in the lower crust associated 1082 

with volcanism at the surface has been inferred elsewhere in eastern North America, specifically 1083 

in Mesozoic rift basins that host CAMP volcanics; examples include the South Georgia Basin 1084 

(Marzen et al., 2020) and the Hartford Basin (Gao et al., 2020). Regardless of the source of the 1085 

high-density material, the question of whether, and to what extent, the density structure of the 1086 

lower crust plays a role in controlling lithospheric loss events is an important one. Some modeling 1087 

work on catastrophic lithospheric loss has demonstrated that the lower crust, in addition to the 1088 

lithospheric mantle, can be removed, and excess density in the lower crust can act as a driver for 1089 

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (e.g., Krystopowicz & Currie, 2013). In other models of lithospheric 1090 

instabilities, however, only the lower portion of the mantle lithosphere is involved (e.g., Conrad & 1091 

Molnar, 1997). Future modeling work that is specific to the Central Appalachians and that 1092 

considers a full suite of possible lithospheric density and rheology structure may help us to 1093 

understand whether the lower crust was likely involved in past lithospheric loss event(s) and may 1094 
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make specific and testable predictions about the kind of lithospheric structures that should be 1095 

expected today. 1096 

A key outstanding question, and a compelling target for future work, is to understand 1097 

whether the observations that are not obviously consistent with the preferred model presented in 1098 

Section 7.2 can in fact be reconciled with it. Our preferred scenario (Figure 8) makes a few 1099 

predictions that are not particularly consistent with the data. First, it remains somewhat unclear 1100 

why there is no obvious, pronounced gravity anomaly associated with the CAA (Figure 5), if the 1101 

CAA is indeed associated with the removal of dense continental lithosphere and its replacement 1102 

with (perhaps continuously upwelling) less dense asthenospheric upper mantle. This question can 1103 

likely be resolved in the future with detailed gravity modeling that takes into account the fine-scale 1104 

details of crustal structure that have been resolved using MAGIC data. Second, if the lithosphere 1105 

in the CAA region is indeed thin, and small-scale mantle flow is continuously driving upwelling 1106 

in the mantle “divot” that brings relatively hot asthenosphere into contact with the base of a thin 1107 

lithosphere, then it is unclear why there is no clear signature of elevated heat flow in the region. 1108 

Third, if shear-driven upwelling has persisted since (at least) the Eocene, then one might expect a 1109 

thermal anomaly, and thus relatively low seismic velocities, in the crust above the CAA; however, 1110 

none of the tomographic models show a clear crustal velocity anomaly (Figure 3). A fourth 1111 

apparent paradox stems from the fact that we observe elevated erosion rates in the CAA region 1112 

today (Figure 7), and we can infer that they have either persisted since a hypothesized Eocene 1113 

lithospheric removal event, or (more likely) reflect ongoing processes (small-scale mantle flow 1114 

and shear-driven upwelling) that have themselves persisted since at least the Eocene. Despite the 1115 

relatively fast erosion rates in the CAA region, however, we do not observe relatively thin crust, 1116 

as one might expect from a prolonged period of fast erosion and associated isostatic adjustment.  1117 
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Another unsolved problem that represents a compelling target for future work is the 1118 

question of how general the processes of lithospheric loss and evolution that we propose for the 1119 

Central Appalachians might be. Is this set of processes specific to the Central Appalachians, or 1120 

might they operate more broadly beneath passive continental margins, and thus play an important 1121 

role in the evolution of continental lithosphere in a passive margin setting? If the former, then what 1122 

are the aspects of the structure and evolution of the Central Appalachians that have led to its 1123 

unusual lithospheric modification? If the latter, then can we see evidence for similar lithospheric 1124 

evolution, either ongoing or in the recent past, in passive margin settings, and what does it imply 1125 

for our understanding of how continental lithosphere evolves more generally? 1126 

 1127 

8.2 Summary  1128 

 There are several independent lines of evidence for lithospheric loss beneath the Central 1129 

Appalachian Mountains in the geologic past. The lithosphere associated with the CAA today is 1130 

thin (likely < 80 km thick), as evidenced by geophysical anomalies in the upper mantle, including 1131 

slow seismic velocities, high seismic attenuation, and high electrical conductivity. Receiver 1132 

function imaging of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary is also consistent with a thin 1133 

lithosphere beneath the Central Appalachians. These geophysical anomalies are co-located with a 1134 

region of particularly high erosion rates; these may be linked directly to the lithospheric loss 1135 

event(s), and/or may result from ongoing processes that maintain the thin lithosphere, such as 1136 

shear-driven upwelling. There are two distinct episodes of intraplate magmatic activity that post-1137 

date the last major tectonic event (the breakup of Pangea), with one pulse of magmatism during 1138 

the Late Jurassic and one during the Eocene. Geochemical and petrological investigation of the 1139 

Late Jurassic and Eocene magmatic products provide constraints on the conditions of melting. We 1140 
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have articulated and evaluated a suite of conceptual models for lithospheric loss beneath the 1141 

Central Appalachians and find support for a class of models that invoke either episodic lithospheric 1142 

loss via Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, or a Rayleigh-Taylor instability followed by small-scale 1143 

convection and an episode of enhanced mantle upwelling driven by shearing. The thin lithosphere 1144 

beneath the Central Appalachians has likely been maintained since the last episode of magmatic 1145 

activity through processes that include small-scale mantle flow and/or shear-driven upwelling. 1146 

While the exact mechanisms for lithospheric loss and intraplate volcanism beneath the Central 1147 

Appalachians remain imperfectly understood, our synthesis has laid out what aspects of the 1148 

present-day structure and the geochemical and petrological characteristics of the magmatic 1149 

products are well understood, and what aspects still need to be studied. We have articulated several 1150 

avenues for future work that may help to discriminate among the plausible models for the evolution 1151 

of the Central Appalachian lithosphere. In particular, future modeling studies that seek to evaluate 1152 

the conceptual models we propose here in a quantitative and regionally specific framework will 1153 

help to evaluate their plausibility and consistency with observations in detail.  1154 
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Figures and Captions  1729 

 1730 

 1731 

Figure 1. Map of study area. Background color shows topography. Triangle show locations of 1732 

post-CAMP volcanism (Mazza et al., 2017). Larger triangles are samples with age constraints. Red 1733 

triangles are Eocene, yellow triangles are Jurassic. Blue circles indicate seismicity from the NEIC 1734 

catalog, 2001-2021 with M>2.5. Grey dotted line indicates location of cross-section shown in 1735 

Figures 2 and 3. Tick marks show 100 km increments along that profile from NW to SE. White 1736 

diamonds show locations of MAGIC stations. 1737 
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 1738 

Figure 2: Seismic constraints on upper mantle structure in map view. Background colors show 1739 

different tomographic models. A-D show absolute shear wave velocities from surface wave studies 1740 

at 80 km depth, contoured at 0.1 km/sec: A) Schmandt et al. (2015); B) Shen & Ritzwoller, (2016); 1741 

C) Porter et al. (2016); D) Wagner et al. (2018). Panels E & F show P-wave velocity deviations 1742 
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determined from teleseismic travel time residuals contoured every 1% increment: E) at 90 km 1743 

depth by Schmandt & Lin (2014); F) at 100 km depth by Boyce et al. (2019). Triangles show 1744 

locations of EarthScope Transportable Array stations. For D) only stations used in the inversion 1745 

are shown. Small black dots in D) show inversion grid node locations. Transect X-X’ shown in 1746 

purple with purple tick marks every 100 km from N-S shows location of the cross section in Figure 1747 

3. Superimposed on the transect is the projection of t* measurements from Byrnes et al. (2019). 1748 

SKS splitting measurements from Aragon et al. (2017) at MAGIC stations (diamonds) are shown 1749 

as bars color coded by fast direction in degrees clockwise from north.  1750 
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Figure 3: Cross-sections along X-X’ as shown in Figure 2. At the top of each panel, black line 1752 

shows topography, red line shows t* measurements of Byrnes et al. (2019), red triangles show the 1753 

locations of Eocene volcanism, and yellow triangle shows Jurassic volcanism (Mazza et al., 2017). 1754 

In Panels A-D, diamonds show projected locations of MAGIC stations color coded by fast splitting 1755 

directions using the same color scale used in Figure 2. Panel E shows the locations of MT stations 1756 

used in Evans et al. (2019). Models A-D correspond to the same seismic velocity models in A-D 1757 

in Figure 2: A) Schmandt et al. (2015); B) Shen & Ritzwoller (2016); C) Porter et al. (2016); D) 1758 

Wagner et al. (2018). Colors show shear wave velocities in km/sec. Panel E shows the electrical 1759 

resistivity model of Evans et al. (2019). In all panels, purple line and purple diamonds show 1760 

estimates of Moho depths determined from Ps receiver function analysis from Long et al. (2019). 1761 
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 1768 

 1769 

Figure 4. Image of Ps conversions from transition zone discontinuities beneath the MAGIC line 1770 

(Liu et al., 2018). Radial component Ps receiver function traces have been stacked at individual 1771 

stations, migrated to depth using a standard Earth model (iasp91; Kennett & Engdahl, 1991), and 1772 

plotted as a function of distance along the MAGIC profile (as shown in Figure 1). Red pulses 1773 

indicate a conversion due to a discontinuity with a positive velocity gradient, as expected for the 1774 

410 and 660 km discontinuities. Liu et al. (2018) observed a generally constant transition zone 1775 

thickness across the MAGIC line, consistent with imaging by Gao and Liu (2014; solid line) and 1776 

Pavlis et al. (2016; dashed line) using data from TA stations. 1777 
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 1778 

Figure 5. Gravity anomaly maps of the Central Appalachians. Left panel shows Bouguer gravity 1779 

anomaly from PACES, while right panel shows a reduced Bouguer gravity anomaly map obtained 1780 

following Stein et al. (2014). We upward continued the Bouguer anomaly data to 40 km and 1781 

subtracted the result from the original Bouguer anomaly data. Black stars show the locations of 1782 

MAGIC stations, while red stars show locations of prominent hot springs. 1783 
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 1784 

Figure 6. A) Total alkalis (Na2O v+ K2O) versus SiO2 for the eastern North American Margin 1785 

(ENAM) volcanics including the Virginia-West Virginia Late Jurassic and Eocene volcanic pulses 1786 

showing bimodal populations (Mazza et al., 2014, 2017), the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province 1787 

(CAMP, Callegaro et al., 2013; Whalen et al., 2015), and the New York (NY) kimberlites (Bailey 1788 

& Lupulescu, 2015).  B) La/Yb versus Nb/Yb showing differences in eastern North American 1789 

Margin (ENAM) rifting and passive margin volcanics. C) 143Nd/144Nd versus 87Sr/86Sr for ENAM 1790 

volcanics. DMM – depleted MORB mantle, EMI – enriched mantle I, EMII- enriched mantle II, 1791 

HIMU – high 238U/204Pb mantle.  1792 
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 1793 

Figure 7. Topography and erosion rates in the Central Appalachians.  A.) Map of study area 1794 

showing smoothed channel steepness indices throughout study area.  Red dashed line shows the 1795 

approximate outline of the CAA based on the 4.5 km/s contour in Wagner et al., 2018 (see Figure 1796 

2D), and black rectangle outlines the swath profiles shown in C and D.  Colored circles represent 1797 

locations of erosion rate samples used in the analysis (see text for details).  Watershed boundaries 1798 

of major rivers shown in white; J-James, R-Rappahannock, P-Potomac, S-Susquehanna.  B.) 1799 
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Scaling relationships among channel steepness, erosion rate, and lithology for basins throughout 1800 

the central Appalachian region.  Results of York regressions forced through origin characterize 1801 

two separate groups of rock type; 2σ bounds shown with dashed lines.  C.) Maximum (black) and 1802 

minimum (gray) elevations along the swath profile.  D.) Mean values of channel steepness along 1803 

the swath profile separated by rock type and drainage direction.  Channels west of the drainage 1804 

divide are shown with square symbols, and channels east of the divide are shown with circles.  1805 

 1806 
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 1807 

Figure 8. Schematic cartoon of possible scenarios for lithospheric removal and evolution from the 1808 

Jurassic to the present. Top set of panels shows possible configurations and processes during the 1809 

Jurassic (including pre-removal, during lithospheric removal, and during magmatism), middle set 1810 

of panels shows possible configurations and processes during the Eocene (including during the 1811 
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Jurassic-Eocene hiatus, during lithospheric removal, and during magmatism), and the bottom panel 1812 

shows the present-day configuration. In all panels, the green line indicates the possible Moho 1813 

architecture and the blue line indicates the possible LAB geometry; lines are dashed where 1814 

uncertainty is particularly high. Red colors indicate the likely presence of melt, arrows indicate 1815 

possible (highly schematic) flow scenarios, and triangles indicate magmatic products at surface. 1816 

In the lower panel, plotting conventions and velocity models are as in Figure 3d. Present-day 1817 

topography is shown at the top of all panels for reference.  1818 
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The supporting information contains supplemental data and methodology related to the analysis 
of topography and erosion rates above the Central Appalachian Anomaly. 

Text S1 
Analysis of topography and erosion rates above the Central Appalachian Anomaly 

To evaluate the relationships among topography, erosion rate, and substrate lithology in 
the central Appalachians, we compiled previously published erosion rates from 10Be in modern 
sediment along tributaries in the three primary watersheds that drain the study area (Portenga 
&Bierman, 2011; Duxbury et al., 2015; Portenga et al., 2019).  These data are considered to 
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represent basin-wide average erosion rates for the regions upstream of the sample (e.g., Granger 
et al., 1996; Bierman & Steig, 1996).  We resampled 1-arc-second digital topographic data from 
the National Elevation Dataset to 3-arc-seconds for a nominal resolution of the final gridded 
topography of ~90m. These data were hydrologically conditioned and watersheds extracted in 
TopoToolbox, a suite of Matlab functions developed for geomorphic analyses (Schwanghart & 
Scherler, 2014). Channel longitudinal profiles were smoothed using quantile regression and the 
CRS algorithm of Schwanghart and Scherler (2017), using a smoothing parameter, K, of 10 and 
quantile, τ, of 0.5.  Longitudinal profile smoothing was not extended across lithologic contacts or 
edges of features such as reservoirs, lakes, or dams in the medium-resolution National 
Hydrographic Dataset Plus version 2 (NHDPlus V2) data (https://www.epa.gov/waterdata/get-
nhdplus-national-hydrography-dataset-plus-data). 

To generate regional maps of channel steepness (Figure 7), the parameter ksn was calculated 
on a pixel-by-pixel basis for all cells in the DEM with drainage areas greater than 1 km2, using the 
equation 

𝑘!" = 𝑆
𝐴#$!"#%                                       (S1) 

where S is slope, A is drainage area, and θref is a reference concavity.  For this analysis, we used a 
θref = 0.45, following observations that this is a representative concavity for channels in the study 
area (Miller et al. 2013).  Areas identified as lakes, reservoirs, and dams in the medium-resolution 
NHD, as well as a 0.5 km buffer around each, were removed from the grid of channel steepness.  
The channel steepness grid was smoothed with a Gaussian low-pass filter with a cutoff wavelength 
of 200 km (Greene et al., 2019).  This smoothing length-scale was chosen as to fall within the 
range of preferred flexural wavelengths (170-280 km) associated with Plio-Pleistocene warping of 
the Orangeburg Escarpment (Moucha & Reutenik, 2017). 

Within the 63 individual basins where erosion rates have been measured (Table S1), 
channel steepness values were calculated using the integral, or χ, method (Harkins et al. 2007; 
Perron and Royden, 2013) on unsmoothed channel profiles.  Channel steepness was measured for 
the trunk stream and each tributary with a drainage area larger than 0.1 km2, with the final value 
being the weighted average, where weighting is assigned by square of the channel length in χ 
coordinate.  Channel profiles were visually inspected to evaluate the presence of slope-break 
knickpoints that might represent transient or non-equilibrium conditions (e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 
2012).  These were excluded (Table S1) from the final regression analysis of channel steepness 
and erosion rate (Figure 7). 

To characterize lithologic substrate within these basins, geologic unit descriptions and 
contact locations were taken from Dicken et al. (2005) and Nicholson et al. (2005).  The major 
lithology within each unit (GIS field “LITH1”) was assigned to make a more generic rock 
classification that we utilize to classify points in Figures S1 and 7. 

Linear regression of channel steepness and erosion rate was performed on both the 
complete (Figure S1) and the reduced data set (Figure 7) using a weighted bivariate regression that 
accounts for uncertainties in both variables (York et al., 2004).  This regression adopts the methods 
of Thirumalai et al. (2011) and Trappitsch et al. (2018) for forcing the solution through the origin.  
The regression code and associated documentation are available on GitHub 
(https://github.com/scottrmiller/yorkregress_forced). 
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Figure S1 
 

 
Figure S1. Channel steepness (ksn) and erosion rate relationships for all basins in the study area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S1 
 
Table S1. Erosion rate sample locations and watershed metrics from upstream basins.  

Basin 
IDA 

Drainage 
basinB 

Easting 
(m)C 

Northing 
(m) 

Elevation 
(m) 

Dominant 
rock 

Erosion rate 
(m/Myr) 

ksn 
(m0.9) 

Area 
(km) 

Equilibrium 
flagD 

JSQ100 Susq. 738047 4584417 296 Sandstone 32.14 ± 3.34 47.3 ± 5.2 3.0 1 
JSQ102 Susq. 737789 4593594 346 Sandstone 69.6 ± 6.43 39.5 ± 4.1 3.3 0 
JSQ103 Susq. 734633 4608264 386 Sandstone 41.67 ± 3.81 33.5 ± 4.7 5.7 1 
JSQ104 Susq. 746512 4621169 544 Sandstone 39 ± 3.33 20.2 ± 2.4 3.6 1 
JSQ105 Susq. 714656 4592882 549 Sandstone 22.65 ± 1.78 10.3 ± 1.8 3.1 1 
JSQ106 Susq. 720585 4591886 492 Sandstone 27.57 ± 2.3 22.4 ± 2.5 3.2 1 
JSQ107 Susq. 720688 4589638 437 Sandstone 44.52 ± 3.81 22.1 ± 2.4 3.3 1 
JSQ108 Susq. 720962 4586067 499 Sandstone 17.68 ± 1.42 21.7 ± 1.6 5.2 0 
JSQ109 Susq. 741377 4609163 474 Sandstone 50.39 ± 4.8 33.2 ± 8.7 3.3 1 

JSQ111 Susq. 754584 4593323 372 Sandstone 16.85 ± 1.37 38.8 ± 
11.7 5.6 0 

JSQ112 Susq. 754952 4586030 342 Sandstone 49.52 ± 4.48 29.9 ± 6 3.4 0 
JSQ113 Susq. 753434 4582971 445 Sandstone 23.11 ± 1.83 15.1 ± 1.7 3.8 1 
JSQ114 Susq. 728079 4569483 574 Sandstone 13.09 ± 1.08 10.4 ± 1.1 6.4 1 
JSQ115 Susq. 731860 4573171 481 Sandstone 17.53 ± 1.42 23.8 ± 5.7 4.7 0 
JSQ116 Susq. 748293 4565600 415 Sandstone 15.3 ± 1.22 21.7 ± 2.2 6.5 1 
JSQ117 Susq. 748673 4565921 420 Sandstone 15 ± 1.21 16.6 ± 1.2 3.3 1 
JSQ118 Susq. 768837 4575357 328 Sandstone 25.8 ± 2.19 61 ± 8.4 4.0 0 
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JSQ119 Susq. 770757 4574247 368 Sandstone 42.2 ± 3.54 47.2 ± 6.5 5.6 1 
JSQ120 Susq. 758110 4566515 287 Sandstone 25.21 ± 2.1 44.7 ± 5.6 15.5 0 
JSQ123 Susq. 768474 4566321 580 Sandstone 11.62 ± 0.94 17.8 ± 1.9 2.6 1 
JSQ124 Susq. 806851 4568033 211 Mudstone 12.33 ± 1.15 18.9 ± 2.2 2.6 1 
JSQ125 Susq. 815274 4556335 377 Sandstone 29.5 ± 2.35 22 ± 2.3 9.8 0 
JSQ126 Susq. 812940 4554905 507 Sandstone 20.91 ± 1.61 10 ± 0.5 2.2 1 
JSQ127 Susq. 810155 4553009 511 Sandstone 10.57 ± 0.85 9.3 ± 2.6 5.5 1 
JSQ128 Susq. 826250 4554266 433 Sandstone 16.91 ± 1.33 25.6 ± 1.8 3.2 1 
JSQ130 Susq. 868285 4556417 165 Mudstone 14.56 ± 1.18 7 ± 0.6 6.1 1 
JSQ131 Susq. 876224 4556798 193 Mudstone 19.64 ± 1.76 19.7 ± 1.6 5.2 1 
JSQ132 Susq. 861111 4531129 167 Mudstone 8.03 ± 0.68 9.8 ± 2.2 4.0 1 
JSQ133 Susq. 860361 4494424 407 Sandstone 10.08 ± 0.81 18.5 ± 0.8 3.0 1 
JSQ134 Susq. 846587 4512145 137 Mudstone 20.43 ± 1.71 11.3 ± 1.3 5.5 1 
JSQ135 Susq. 842081 4504952 128 Mudstone 24.83 ± 1.84 10 ± 0.9 4.2 0 
JSQ136 Susq. 783865 4474081 265 Mudstone 4.42 ± 0.39 12 ± 1.2 3.0 1 
JSQ140 Susq. 750828 4468137 371 Sandstone 8.7 ± 0.74 20 ± 3.5 3.3 1 
JSQ141 Susq. 745434 4468675 393 Sandstone 11.54 ± 0.95 24 ± 2.5 4.6 0 
JSQ142 Susq. 728770 4480379 284 Mudstone 11.34 ± 0.91 11.2 ± 2 2.7 1 
JSQ143 Susq. 770107 4509898 397 Quartzite 6.12 ± 0.52 27.9 ± 1.8 3.6 0 
JSQ144 Susq. 771083 4514664 503 Quartzite 8.02 ± 0.67 29.5 ± 2.1 3.1 1 
JSQ146 Susq. 797099 4526095 517 Sandstone 17.32 ± 1.34 7.1 ± 1.1 3.1 1 
JSQ149 Susq. 776948 4545630 250 Mudstone 26.5 ± 2.39 29.7 ± 3.1 3.0 1 
JSQ150 Susq. 899798 4417344 67 Metasedimentary 11.25 ± 0.9 13.6 ± 1.1 4.0 0 
JSQ151 Susq. 898866 4417918 112 Metasedimentary 6.54 ± 0.56 11.3 ± 2.5 3.4 1 
JSQ152 Susq. 898393 4417641 133 Metasedimentary 6.69 ± 0.61 10.4 ± 1.5 3.1 1 
JSQ153 Susq. 911843 4419808 131 Metasedimentary 14.67 ± 1.17 9.3 ± 0.5 25.5 1 
JSQ154 Susq. 898883 4420059 67 Metasedimentary 10.45 ± 0.84 21.5 ± 4.6 5.3 0 
JSQ155 Susq. 898616 4423299 113 Metasedimentary 10.85 ± 0.87 16 ± 2.3 4.0 1 
JSQ156 Susq. 882950 4426180 188 Metasedimentary 12.14 ± 0.97 10.4 ± 1.2 4.3 1 
JSQ157 Susq. 891136 4409935 149 Metasedimentary 15.65 ± 1.18 8.3 ± 1.3 4.0 1 
JSQ158 Susq. 886018 4412505 149 Metasedimentary 11.44 ± 0.9 11.4 ± 1.1 6.9 1 
JSQ159 Susq. 875031 4415483 236 Metasedimentary 10.44 ± 0.85 11.3 ± 1.5 7.6 1 
JSQ160 Susq. 872188 4416384 214 Metasedimentary 12.01 ± 0.96 9.9 ± 1.4 3.7 1 
JSQ161 Susq. 886824 4430423 126 Metasedimentary 10.47 ± 0.86 15.1 ± 3 3.4 0 
POT18 Pot. 818514 4346631 119 Metasedimentary 14.2 ± 1.06 8.8 ± 0.5 13.5 1 
POT45 Pot. 661008 4269318 703 Sandstone 29.1 ± 2.2 53.9 ± 1.9 29.4 1 
POT64 Pot. 734901 4408831 217 Sandstone 12.15 ± 0.93 18.4 ± 2.2 12.6 1 
SH02 Pot. 730110 4282751 380 Metabasalt 9.06 ± 0.75 56.2 ± 5.6 4.1 1 
SH04 Pot. 693189 4230179 429 Quartzite 4.58 ± 0.79 51.3 ± 4.2 13.6 0 
SH18 Pot. 730112 4282749 380 Metabasalt 4.6 ± 0.39 56.3 ± 5.5 4.1 1 
SH26 James 708069 4241013 619 Metabasalt 10.01 ± 0.79 50.6 ± 8.1 2.6 1 
SH31 Pot. 692434 4225858 482 Quartzite 7.03 ± 0.57 44.4 ± 3.3 8.5 0 
SH37 Pot. 697284 4236291 464 Quartzite 7.74 ± 0.62 49.4 ± 5.6 1.5 1 
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SH39 Pot. 694143 4232771 512 Quartzite 8.62 ± 0.82 59.5 ± 5.7 3.1 1 
SH40 James 702052 4234759 568 Metabasalt 7.47 ± 0.61 63.7 ± 5.8 3.3 0 
SH54 Pot. 699080 4240433 496 Quartzite 14.25 ± 1.1 52.4 ± 8.6 1.8 1 
A JSQ samples from Portenga and Bierman (2011).  POT samples from Portenga et al. (2019).  SH samples from Duxbury et 

al. (2015).  
B Abbreviations: Susquehanna (Susq.), Potomac (Pot.) 
C UTM Zone 17 
D Denotes whether channel profiles from basin above sample are consistent with topographic equilibrium (1) or whether 

these display non-equilibrium characteristics (0) 
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